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FOREWORD

This report describes the concepts and methodology of a study of fixed wing
training device requirements, conducted by the Human Resources Research Organization
at the request of the U.S. Army Aviation School. The effort was carried out in 1967-68
as a Technical Advisory Service and built upon methodology, data, and concepts devel-
oped in HumRRO Work Units ECHO, ROTOR, and SY NTRAIN.

The major findings and conclusions of this study were reported to the Assistant
Commandant, USAAVNS, and the Director, Department of Advanced Fixed Wing
Training, USAAVNS, through briefings and a consulting report providing documentation
of the details of the study and its findings. The present report is being issued because of
the continuing interest which agencies concerned with pilot training device studies have
expressed in the methodology used in this study to analyze aviation training device

requirements.
This activity and Work Units SYNTRAIN, ECHO, and ROTOR are part of the

device research program of HumRRO Division No. 6 (Aviation) at Fort Rucker, Alabama.
Dr. Wallace W. Prophet is Director of the Division, and Dr. Paul W. Caro is in charge of
training device research for the Division.

Military support for the study was provided by the U.S. Army Aviation Human
Research Unit, Fort Rucker. LTC Robert 0. Carter is the present Unit Chief.

In developing the information for this study, the cooperation of many persons at
USAAVNS, both military and contractor, was necessary. Of special note was the contri-
bution of the Third Army Training Aids Center in constructing the U-21 Ute procedures
trainer designed by HumRRO personnel.

Identification of proprietary products in this report is for purposes of research
documentation; it does not, in itself, constitute an official endorsement by either
HumRRO or the Department of the Army.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Contract
DAHC 19-70-C-0012. Training, Motivation, Leadership Research is conducted under
Army Project 2Q062107A712.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

MILITARY PROBLEM

Over a period of several decades there has been a significPit increase in the
complexity of Army aircraft and the Army's aviator mission. During World War II, light,

single-engine aircraft were employed principally in aerial reconnaissance roles. By the

mid-1960s, helicopters constituted a significant part of the Army's aircraft inventory, and

multi-engine reciprocating and turbine-powered aircraft also had been added. The aviation

mission had undergone corresponding expansion to meet the requirements of warfare in

Southeast Asia. The training required for Army aviators who were destined to fly the

more complex aircraft had become a major undertaking. With a requirement to train over

7,000 new aviators each year and to provide advanced training to thousands more, the

operation of pilot training programs became extremely costly.
During the 1960s, in support of the Army's growing aviation role, HumRRO

Division No. 6 (Aviation) undertook a program of research in the design and utilization

of training devices for pilot training. The program included inexpensive, low fidelity

mockup devices for procedures training as well as relatively expensive, high fidelity

aircraft simulators in which extensive mission-specific training could be conducted. The

research program also included the development of techniques to be employed in the

study of the cost-effectiveness of such devices when utilized in a specific training

program .
In Fiscal Year 1967, two "off-the-shelf" aircraft, the T-42 and the U-21, were added

to the Army's inventory of fixed wing aircraft. No training devices were available for

either aircraft, and the U.S. Army Aviation School, the agency responsible for training in

each, was concerned over the adequacy of existing Army fixed wing training devices to

meet training requirements such as those resulting from the introduction of the new

aircraft.
Because it was felt that training devices offer great potential for reducing training

costs and upgrading the quality of flight instruction, HumRRO was requested to review

the T-42 and U-21 training programs and determine the requirements for training devices

for them. Where requirements for mockup type devices might be identified, HumRRO

assistance also was requested in constructing devices and developing training programs to

be used with them.
The various phases of the study were completed by HumRRO Division No. 6, and

the findings were reported to the Aviation School during FY 1968 for their operational

application as appropriate. While current Army aviation training is geared to lower

manpower requirements and its emphasis has shifted more heavily to rotary wing
requirements, the training device considerations evaluated in the research remain relevant

for both military and some civilian types of flight instruction. Tills report has therefore

been prepared to provide a record of the concepts and methodology that were developed

to analyze the various types of training and their differential requirements for training

devices and to illustrate their application.
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

The two new aircraft which precipitated the Army's interest in new devices had tobe viewed in the context of the over-all Aviation School pilot training program. While theaircraft for which training is intended is a major determiner of the content of any
training program, consideration also must be given to the skills possessed by thc traineeprior to training and to the usefulness, during subsequent operational assignments, of anytraining received. For example, the T-42 is an aircraft used for undergraduate pilottraining only, and is not used operationally by the Army. The 11-21, on the other hand,is an operational aircraft, and Army policy limits training in it to relatively experiencedaviators.

With the concurrence of the Aviation School, the proposed research was expanded
to a systematic study of synthetic training requirements for all fixed wing pilot training
programs conducted by the Aviation School. During the course of the study, the scope
was further expanded to include the development of cost information relative to aparticular training device in the T-42 training program, so that cost-effectiveness data
might be used in making a decision on acquiring an off-the-shelf device for that program.

Speaking more generally, the research problem was to develop a method for
analy.Ling training programs in such a way that specific and differential needs for trainingdevices could be determined, and the adequacy of available devices for meeting those
needs could be evaluated.

APPROACH

To accomplish the requested study, a group of liumRRO aviation psychologists and
technicians acquired detailed information on each fixed wing training courseand eachphase of each such courseconducted by the Aviation School. Already thoroughly
familiar with Army aviation training through years of specialized research in the field, the
group reviewed the syllabi of each course, conducted extensive interviews with fixed wing
instructor pilots and flight training administrators, observed training activities at the
Aviation School at Fort Rucker and at the U.S. Army Aviation School Element at Fort
Stewart, and participated, both as pilots and as observers, in a number of training flights.
Visits were also made to other pilot training programs and to training device
manufacturers.

The research staff also reviewed records to determine the typical flow of trainees
through the Army's graduate and undergraduate pilot training program and to determine
the prerequisites and typical qualifications of trainees entering each course under study.
Available planning documents were reviewed, and future plans of the Army concerning
requirements for fixed wing aviators and the conduct of their training were forecast.

In order to be assured that training device requirements defined were directly related
to needs of the Army that were relatively stable, the first step in the analysis consisted of
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defining the probable training environment of Army aviation. It was defined in the form
of a series of assumptions concerning Army aviation fixed wing training as it can be
expected to exist for perhaps five years. These assumptions, defined to provide policy
guidance for drawing conclusions, were:

(1) The Army Aviation School mission is to provide the following four types
of fixed wing flight training to Army Officers, Warrant Officers, and Warrant Officer

Candidates.
(a) Contact flight training to trainees who either have no previous

aeronautical ratings or have rotary wing ratings only.
(b) Instrument flight training to trainees who either have no previous

instrument rating or have rotary wing instrument ratings only.
(e) Twin-engine qualification for trainees who either are fixed wing rated

or are undergoing initial entry fixed wing training.
(d) Transition training to a particular tactical aircraft for trainees who are

fixed wing, twin-engine, instrument-rated Army aviators.
(2) The initial contact, instrument, and twin-engine qualification phases of

fixed wing training will continue to be conducted in aircraft that have been assigned no

tactical mission.
(3) Initial fixed wing contact flight training will continue to be conducted in

the T-41 or a similar aircraft..
(4) Present Army single-engine tactical fixed wing aircraft are obsolete and will

be phased out of the inventory. The tactical missions they perform will be performed by

rotary wing or multi-engine fixed wing aircraft in the future.
(5) Instrument flight training and twin-engine qualification will continue to be

conducted in the T-42 or a similar nontactical, multi-engine aircraft.
(6) All Aviation School training for multi-engine tactical aircraft will continue

to be conducted at one location, thus allowing concentation of appropriate training

equipment.

RESULTS

(1) Each fixed wing aviator course, by phase, was analyzed and described in terms

of (a) its training objective, (b) the qualifications of its entering trainees, (c) the character-

istics of the aircraft in which training was being conducted, and (d) the use, if any, being

made of training devices.
Training programs of other military and/or civilian pilot training organizations

that were similar were reviewed with respect. to their use of training devices. The

principal device characteristics which could be used to attain, in whole or in part, the

stated objectives of each course were identified.
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All known devices whieh might be judged suitzble were reviewed and analyzed,and conclusions were drawn concerning the introduction of devices in each trainingcourse which would be expected Go lead to more cost-effective pilot training.(2) In the courses in which T-42 training is conducted, a partioilar commercially
available training device was judp,d appropriate for use to facihtate the cost-effectiveattainment of the Army's statefi training objectives. At the request of the AviationSchool, the cost of training in that c1ce was compared with cost of train:ng in the T-42aircraft. The cost study approach twd was under development Lhat time by NumRROin a study of rotary wing training devio cost effectiveness.

(3) In the course which conducted training in the U-21, a pro.:edures training devicewas developed with the assistance of the Third U.S. Army Training Aids Center. Use ofthis devicea full-scale mockup of the aircraft cockpitby the Department of Fixed WingTraining reduced requirements for use of the aircraft for procedures training, and thus ledto an increase in the amount of flight training time available in the aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The majority of existing fixed wing training devices were not optimally suited toexi.:ting Army training requirements.
(2) Appropriate use 1. training devices prior to or early in contact flight traininghas typically led to reductions in flight-related attrition among trainees, reductions intime required to meet various flight criteria, and improved performance during training.(3) A particular commercially available device, to be used with a simple extra-cockpit symbolic visual presentation, was judged to be appropriate for use in the Army'sinitial contact flight training program.
(4) No existing devices were cons .c?red optimum to the Army's instrument flighttraining and twin-engine qualification training requirements. The development of deviceswith appropriate characteristics would require a considerable period of time.(5) A particular commercially available device under development, while notoptimum, would be suitable for use in fixed wing instrument and twin-engine transitiontraining. U of this device was project& to be cost effective.
(6) The approach used by the Aviation School for the acquisition and use ofrelatively sophisticated rotary wing aircraft simulators can serve as a useful model for thedesign and acquisition of comparable fixed wing training equipment for use in training

progams which involve transition to tactical aircraft.
(7) The Aviation School would benefit from the expanded use of procedurestraining devices in each course involving transition to its more sophisticated aircraft.(8) The systematic methoe developed in the research to analyze courses withreference to training device requiren. appeared to provide a practical and meaningfulapproach to determining and differentint;n, training device needs and evaluating availabletraining device equipment.
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THE PROBLEM

The increase, continuing over the past several decades, in the complexity of Army
aircraft and of the Army aviator's missions has placed a heavy training requirement on
the Army aviation training system. In recent years, this requirement has involved the
training of as many as 7,400 new aviators in a single year and the advanced training of
additional thousands.

Because of both the complexity and the expense of training aviators to the
performance levels and diversity needed for accomplishing Army missions, the U.S. Army

Aviation School at Fort Rucker, Alabama, is a major user of synthetic flight training
equipment. However, when two "off-the-shelf" aircraft, the T-42 and the U-21, were
added to the Army's inventory of fixed wing aircraft in Fiscal Year 1967, no training
devices were available for either aircraft. Further, most of the devices being used in other
training courses with other aircraft can best be described as "hand-me-downs"designed
to meet training requirements of other services in bygone eras, and at best marginally
suited to present Army training requirements. Advances in Army aircraft and the
techniques for employing them had not been matched by advances in Army synthetic

training capabilities.
Development of improved equipment for Army rotary wing training has been under

way since FY 1966. That equipment is known as the Synthetic Flight Training System

(SFTS) (1). The SFTS consists of modern synthetic trainers that will enable the Aviation
School to implement currently available aviation training technology in their various
rotary wing training programs. Comparable equipment for Army fixed wing training is

not on hand or under development.
In FY 1968, Aviation School training authorities were concerned not only about the

need for training devices resulting from the introduction of the T-42 and U-21 aircraft,
but also about the general adequacy of training devices in other fixed wing training
courses. Taking the view that training devices offer great potential for reducing training

costs and upgrading the quality of flight instruction, the School asked HumRRO to
review the T-42 and U-21 training programs to determine the requirements for training
devices in these courses and to perform some evaluative and developmental device work.

The research programs which HumRRO Division No. 6 (Aviation) had conducted in

support of the Army aviation training mission during the 1960s dealt, in part, with design

and utilization of devices for pilot training and had ranged from exploration of inexpen-
sive low fidelity devices for procedures training to design factors for high fidelity aircraft

simulators.' For example, the Division participated in the development of the SFTS for

rotary wing training.

This research was performed primarily under Work Unit ECHO, Synthetic Flight Training

Programs and Devices, and Work Unit ROTOR, Design of Rotary Wing Training Devices, and is

continuing under Work Unit SYNTRAIN, Modernization of Synthetic Training in Army Aviation.

3
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The requested research related specifically to training devices for the T-42. and U-21
aircraft was completed by HumRRO during FY 1968 and the findings were reported to
the Aviation School at that time. While present Army aviation training is geared to lower
manpower requirements than in 1968, the concepts and methodology used in this
training analysis and device evaluation remain relevant for both military and some civilian
types of flight instruction.

This report has therefore been prepared to provide a record of the methods
developed for the training analysis, the conceptual approaches used in contrasting the
demands of various kinds of training, and the resulting evaluation of the devices then
available. No attempt has been made to update the information on status or availability
of devices, since the purpose of the report is to describe a methodology for analysis
rather than to report the evaluations as such.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the study reported here was to determine whether the
effectiveness of the U.S. Army's fixed wing aviator training program might be enhanced
through the increased use of synthetic flight training equipment. Where it could be
concluded that training effectiveness would be thus increased, the objective included
specifying the principal characteristics of appropriate training devices and identifying
sources of devices with such characteristics, if available.

On the assumption tlmt procedures training devices would increase the effectiveness
of aviator training in the Army's U-21 transition course, a secondary objective was stated
for the research, that of assisting the Aviation School in developing relatively low cost
devices to be used for U-21 procedures training (earlier HuinRRO research with such
devices had demonstrated their effectiveness in procedures training). During the course of
the study, another objective was addeddetermining the probable cost effectiveness of
introducing a particular commercially available device for use in the Army's fixed wing
instrument and twin engine qualification training programs.

APPROACH

The research team organized at HumRRO Division No. 6 (Aviation) consisted of
aviation and human factors psychologists and technicians. All of the team members had
previous experience with pilot training and training device research in support of Army
aviation and were familiar with the training devices development activities of various
manufacturers.

To accomplish the primary objective, the study team engaged in a series of activities
oriented toward comprehensive analysis of, need for, and availability of training devices.
These activities included reviews, by phase, of each fixed wing pilot training program
conducted by the Aviation Selool, identification of considerations pertinent to the use of
training devices in each of those programs, and evaluation of all available devices that
might be appropriate for use in them.
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To meet the supplementary objectives, design concepts and information and human
factors support were provided to the Third U.S. Army Training Aids Center at Fort
Rucker in developing a procedures training device for the U-21 aircraft, and data
provided by the Aviation School and a training device manufacturer were used in
developing cost-effectiveness information concerning the use of a commercially available
device in the Army's instrument training and twin engine transition programs.

The assumptions and constraints that provided the context for the study are stated
in the following subsection, after which the methods used for the analysis of training
device needs will be described in some detail. The methods used in meeting the other
objectives will then be described briefly but, since this work was not directly a part of
the training device needs analysis, details of these supplementary projects will be
presented in appendices rather than in the main report.

STUW ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

By its nature, the conduct of this research required a limited look into the future as
well as study of the present. It cannot be concluded, for example, that acquiring a
particular training device would be cost effective unless it may be assumed that the
requirement for the device is a relatively stable one. Thus, an initial step in the conduct
of the study was to state certain assumptions concerning the nature of the Army's fixed
wing training requirements. These assumptions then provided guidance of a policy nature

for the drawing of conclusions during subsequent study activities.
The assumptions underlying this study were derived on the basis of review of

available Army planning documents and discussions of future Aviation School activities
with cognizant Army personnel. These assumptions, made with regard to probable
training circumstances for a period of perhaps five years, were:

(1) The mission of the U.S. Army Aviation School requires it to provide the
following types of fixed wing flight training to Army Officers, Warrant Officers, and

Warrant Officer Candidates:
(a) Contact flight training to trainees who either have no previous

aeronautical ratings or have rotary wing ratmgs only.
(b) Instrument flight training to trainees who either have no previous

instrument rating or have rotary wing instrument ratings only.
(c) Twin engine qualification for trainees who either are fixed wing rated

or are undergoing initial entry fixed wing training.
(d) Transition training to a particular tactical aircraft for trainees who are

fixed wing, twin-engine, instrument-rated Army aviators.'
(2) The initial contact, instrument, and twin-engine qualification phases of

fixed wing training will continue to be conducted in aircraft that have been assigned no

tactical mission.

I A fifth aspect of the Aviation School fixed wing training mission, that of providing tactical
training of the type given in the final phase of the O/WOFWAC, is not included here. It is assumed that
training will not be performed when the 0-1 aircraft is phased out (see 4th assumption).

5
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(3) Initial fixed wing contact flight training will continue to be conducted inthe T-41 aircraft or in another aircraft of similar configuration. power. and gross weight.
(4) Present Army single-engine tactical fixed wing aircraft are obsolete and willbe phased out of the inventory. The tactical missions they now perform will be

performed by rotary wing or multi-engine fixed wing aircraft in the future.
(5) Instrument fight training and twin-engine qualification will continue to be

conducted in the T-42 aircraft or in another nontactical multi-engine aircraft of similar
configuration, power, and gross weight.

(6) All training for multi-engine tactical aircraft for which the Aviation School
has responsibility will continue to be conducted at one location, thus allowing concen-
tration of training equipment appropriate to that function.

It was beyond the scope of this research to perform a detailed study and analysis
of the potential operational mission requirements which future Army Aviation train-ing will support. Therefore, the study is based on projected continuation of presenttypes of training activities and assumes these will be appropriate for future operational
mission requirements.

It should be noted also that this report deals only with fixed wing training device
requirements of the Aviation School at Fort Rucker and the Aviation School Element atFort Stewart. The scope of the effort did not permit study of aviation training require-
ments at non-USAAVNS aviation unitsfor example, in the training given in the OV-1 atFort Huachuca; for devices to be used in the maintenance of proficiency on instrumentand other flight-related tasks by Army aviators; or in the use of synthetic flight training
equipment for the primary or secondary selection of aviator trainees. To be complete, astudy of fixed wing training device requirements for the Army should include considera-tion of such additional factors.

METHODS USED TO ANALYZE
TRAINIVG DEVICE NEEDS

Review of Fixed Wing Training

Initial preparation for the analysis of training device requirements consisted of
reviewing all training documents associated with fixed wing training at the Aviation
School. These documents included lesson plans and syllabi, class schedules, student grade
folders, and all available planning documents. The research staff visited each traininglocation to observe the training being conducted, and interviewed instructional and
administrative personnel and students concerning the nature of that training. The staff
members familiarized themselves with each fixed wing aircraft if they were not already
sufficiently knowledgeable; this process included completing transition requirements for
two training aircraft.

Visits were made by the research staff to several locations where comparr ble pilot
training programs were being conducted. These included Navy, Air Force, and civilian
agencies.
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On the basis of analyses of the information thus obtained, a description was
prepared for each fixed wing training course, by phase, conducted by the Aviation
School. These descriptions were organized for easy comparison across courses to facilitate
the identification, if any, of common training requirements. The organization consisted of
separate but parallel descriptions of each course according to (a) its training objectives,
(b) assessment of the skills and knowledges possessed by the students prior to training,
(c) description of the aircraft in which training is conducted, and (d) identification of any
training devices used in the course.

Identification of Training Device Considerations

Two principal activities, conducted concurrently, provided the bases for determining
whether training devices could contribute to the effectiveness of the conduct of the
courses under study.

(1) Practices in training programs other than those at the Aviation School were
determined.

(a) All other known training programs were reviewed to determine whether
training devices were being used in them, and if so, to obtain descriptions of those
devices. While the previously mentioned visits to Navy, Air Force, and civilian training
agencies were useful in accomplishing this activity, it was found that information related
specifically to training device usage could be obtained efficiently by telephone contact.

(b) A literature search was made to identify studies which had evaluated the
effectiveness of training devices in various pilot training programs. To supplement the
literature survey, persons were contacted who were known by the research staff to be
engaged in research on training device design and utilization, and their opinions con-
cerning the adequacy of various training devices were solicited.

(2) The characteristics of devices required to support eachArmy fixed wing training
program were identified. The approach used was based upon concurrent HumRRO
research which has been reported elsewhere (2). It consisted of the systematic analysis of
stimuli and responses involved in the performance of those skills for which training was

intended.
The procedures employed were those associated with conduct of an equipment-

device Task Commonality Analysis (TCA). These procedures identify task elements

of criterion performance in the operational equipment. Inasmuch as the TCA proce-
dures were then under development,' the analyses conducted in the present study
were largely informal. Nevertheless, they provided a basis for the identification of
characteristics of training devices which could be expected to contribute to the effec-
tiveness of each course under study.

Evaluation of Available Devices

The Task Commonality Analysis procedures also were employed to evaluate the
suitability of existing devices for the fixed wing courses under study. While these

They have since been reported in HumRRO TR 70-7 (2).
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procedures were, again, informal because they were still under development, at that time,
they provided the means for identifying the stimulus-response components of the devices.
They were used for each pilot training device currently in the Army's inventory.
regardless of whether it was being used for the course under study, as well as for each
non-Army device that was judged even remotely suitable.

Based upon the evidence thus assembled, conclusions were drawn concerning training
device requirements for each fixed wing course, by phase, conducted by the Aviation
School. These conclusions are reported as part of the separate section of this report
which presents the review resulting from the analysis activities.

SUPPLEMENTARY RESEARCH

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

One of the conclusions resulting from the main analysis was to the effect that a
particular device then under development by a training device manufacturer would be
suitable for use in the Army's fixed wing instrument and twin-engine transition training
programs. Following discussion with the Aviation School, that conclusion resulted in two
further activities:

(1) Relevant portions of the TCA data were made available through the
Aviation School to that manufacturer to enable him to modify the cockpit portion of his
device to more closely resemble the training aircraft.

(2) A study was conducted to determine the impact that introduction of that
device could be expected to have upon training costs in the Aviation School's program.

The procedures used in the cost study were being developed by Hum RRO

in another research project and subsequently have been reported elsewhere (3). They
involved computation of all costs that could be attributed to the conduct of instrument
and twin-engine transition training in the course separately for the flight and the
synthetic flight training portions. Based upon these data, estimates were developed of
annual costs and possible savings associated with selected combinations of flight and
synthetic flight training.

These computations were supplied to the Aviation School for use in

considering possible adoption of the device. They are presented in Appendix A; the
methods used for the computation are described elsewhere (3) in greater detail.

Development of Low-Cost Procedures Trainers

As the study verified the assumed requirements for a procedures training device in
the U-21 transition course, its development was undertaken in conjunction with the Third
U.S. Army Training Aids Center. Specifications for the device were developed by
HumRRO, based upon previous HumRRO research (4, 5, 6, 7, 8), and all construction
was accomplished by Training Aids Center personnel.

Upon completion of the development and check out of the U-21 procedures trainer,
the study staff developed a training program for use with it. The trainer was then
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delivered to the Aviation School and incorporated into the U-21 transition training
program. The trainer and the program for its use are described in Appendix B.

A REVIEW OF TRAINING DEVICE CONSIDERATIONS IN
FIXED WING FLIGHT TRAINING COURSES

This section presents the analysis of training device needs and the evaluation of
available devices that was produced in 1968. No effort has been made to update details
of information on training courses or device availability or to review the conclusions for
current applicability, because the primary purpose of reproducing the review here is to
illustrate the application of the concepts and methods developed in the study. Presenting
a fully current statementas of 1968for operational use was accomplished by sub-
mitting this review to the Aviation School at the time the analysis was completed. To the
extent that the assumptions about Army aviation are still applicable, and to the extent
that there are not newly available training devices or equipment that would supersede
those analyzed, the conclusions can be considered to be current.

PRIMARY CONTACT TRAINING (O/WOFWAC, Phase A)'

Description of the Phase

Phase Objective. The objective of the primary contact phase of the Officers and
Warrant Officers Fixed Wing Aviators Course (O/WOFWAC) is to train commissioned
officers, warrant officers, and warrant officer candidates in the basic flying techniques
required to fly fixed wing aircraft.

All flight training in this phase is conducted under visual flight rules. The
content of the course is limited to training the aviator to perform normal day and night
take-off and landing operations; traditional coordination exercises (e.g., stalls and eights
around pylons), forced landings, and day cross-country navigation. The flight training
consists of 50 hours of dual instruction and solo practice, and the graduate has skills
approximately comparable to those required for the award of a civilian private pilot
license.

Trainee Qualification. This is an initial entry flight training course, and trainees
accepted for it typically have no prior aeronautical ratings or experience. To be eligible,
commissioned officers and warrant officers must meet. the requirements for Army
aviation flight training, as established by AR-611-110 (9), and warrant officer candidates
must have successfully completed the Warrant Officer Indoctrination Training Preflight
Course.

Training Aircraft. The aircraft used in Phase A is the T-41, a light, four-place,
high-wing, single-engine aircraft that has been assigned no tactical mission in the Army.

At the time of publication of this Technical Report, the Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
Aviator Course had been discontinued.
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The T-11 also is used as a primary flight trainer by the 11.S. Air Force. Its civilian version
is the Cessna 172E.! Its flight controls and aerodytmmic characteristics are similar to
those of other light aircraft typically used in civilian private pilot training programs.

Present Training Devices. Six hours of synthetic flight training are given, using the
1-CA-1, a 1946-vintage fixed wing basic instrument trainer. The device training program
consists of familiarization with the device and an introduction to instrument flight.
techniques. The use of the 1-CA-1 during the primary contact phase is intended to
facilitate subsequent instrument flight training rather than as an aid to Phase A flight
traini ng.

Training Device Considerations

Review of Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
Primary contact flight training in the O/WOFWAC is comparable to civilian

private pilot training, to primary contact rotary wing training at the U.S. Army Primary
helicopter School (USAPHS), and to corresponding phases of other initial entry military
flight training programs. A variety of training devices have been used from time to time
in such training. Some of the devices (e.g., the 12BK-1 Landing Trainer, 10, and basic
instrument training devices similar to those currently used in Army instrument flight
training programs, 11) have been of little or no positive training value. Others (e.g., the
School Link and the Whirlymite Helicopter Trainer) have resulted in significant reduc-
tions in the amount of flight training required to reach criterion performance in the air
(12), and to significant reduction in flight-related attrition among trainees (13).

It is the consensus of personnel who are familiar with the aviation training
literature and have relevant primary flight training experience, that appropriate use of
properly designed synthetic flight training devices prior to or early in such training can
lead to reductions in flight-related trainee attrition and in the time required to meet
various flight criteria, as well as to improvements in performance during training. Each of
these benefits was demonstrated in an Army training environment during the experi-
mental use by IlumRRO of the Whirlymite Helicopter Trainer in primary contact rotary
wing training at the USAPHS (14). Similar improvements in flight training efficiency
probably would result from the use of an equally suitable device in other primary contact
flight training programs.

Characteristics Needed in Devices for Primary Training
The transfer of flight skills from a synthetic device to an aircraft is dependent

upon the degree to which the tasks to be performed in the device correspond to the tasks
to be performed in the aircraftthat is, the degree of task or psychological fidelity of the
simulation. Psychological fidelity is limited by physical or engineering fideiitythat is, by
the extent to which the device looks and responds like the aircraft or aircraft type being
simulated. The degree of engineering fidelity required to provide the necessary psycho-
logical fidelity for a particular training application depends upon the specificity of the
tasks to be trained.

I Identification of proprietary Products in this report is for purposes of research documentation; it
does not, in itself, constitute an official endorsement by either HumRRO or the Department of the
Army.
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For example. whf:!re the training to be provided consists of learning to operate

a specific high-performance aircraft within close tolerances in an operational environment,
a high degee of engineering fidelity in the device would be necaed, so that specific,

detailed tasks could be learned and related to unique aircraft characteristics. On the other
hand, where the training to be provided consists of learning to operate any one of a
general type of low performance aircraft safely while performing a limited number of
relatively simple maneuvers to generally relaxed tolerances, a much lower degree of
engineering fidelity in the device is indicated.

In the formci ease, quantitatively accurate reproduction of all or nearly all
physical characteristics of the aircraft is required in order that specific skills may be
learned for subsequent transfer to the aircraft; this requirement is for accuracy in the
simulation of amount and rate of change. In the latter case, the training requirement is
only for the development of general, non-aircraft-specific skills, so qualitative rather than
quantitative fidelity of reproduction of engineering characteristics is required. That is, the
trainer must consistently reproduce responses which are of like quality to those of the
aircraft; this requirement is for accuracy in the direction of change.'

In the case of a primary contact flight training device, the tasks being learned
do not dictate a requirement for a high degxee of engineering fidelity. The development
of a high level of skill in flying the T-41 is of no particular value since the T-41 is not a
tactical aircraft. The maneuvers performed in the T-41 in this and in the following phase
of training are relatively simple and are performed to generally relaxed tolerances. The
major objective of the training is to provide a base upon which specific and detailed
flight skills can be built, rather than to build such skills in flying a nontactical aircraft.
Only qualitative engineering fidelity of simulation of the T-41 is required in order to
provide the degree of psychological fidelity needei to assure adequate transfer of primary

flight skills.
A training device to be used as a primary cfr-", synthetic flight trainer, then,

should have the following characteristics:
(1) Flight and Engine Dynamics. The exact aerodynamic and engine

characteristics of the T-41 or of any other specific aircraft do not have to be faithfully
reproduced in a primary contact flight training device. It is necessary only that all
respnnses of the device to pilot control input be qualitatively similar to corresponding

s of the training aircraft. It is important, however, that all significant parameters

of t. engine and flight dynamics he incorporated in the device's design; that is, the
simulation must be qualitatively nompin/-e. Power-on stalls, for example, can be practiced
in a synthetic flight tzner only if th? mathematical model used in the flight dynamics
simulation contains terms for longitudinal velocity and true airspeed.

(2) ExterrA Visual Reference. Obviously, an external visual -eference is

necessary for the performance of contact flipt maneuvers. A real-world representation

Throughout the rernaine ,r of this report, the terms "qualitative fidelity" and "quantitative
fidelity" will be used :n the genera: meanings described here.

2 A .-eview of recert research related to fidelity of simulation and transfer of training may be
found in reference 15.
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consisting of a high-fidelity, closed-loop visual attachment would be desirable, but such
displays are so costly that they probably could not be justified on a cost-effectiveness
basis, for use with a primary contact flight training device. It has been demonstrated that
a "display" of relatively low fidelityeven an inexpensive symbolic displaycan lead to
much useful training.

In the stuf:ly reported by the University of Illinois (12), and in
another in a high school aviation training program (16), useful training in contact flight
maneuvers has been obtained using a "visual display" consisting only of a horizon
reference line on a homogeneous field; it has sufficient psychological fidelity to ?nable
trainees to acquire the skills needed to control aircraft attitude during contact flight. In
other research, somewhat more elaborate symbolic displays (a projected runway silhou-
ette which changes shape in relation to simulated aircraft attitude and altitude, 17) have
facilitated the development of aircraft landing skills. Such simple visual displays can be
used in any appropriately configured synthetic training deviceone with a clear wind-
screen that permits viewing of the external reference from the trainee's seat.

(3) Cockpit Motion. The primary purpose of a simple, symbolic visual display,
as described, is to provide the trainee with attitude control cues in relation to an external
referencethe relative angles between the vertical, horizontal, and lateral axes of the
trainer and the horizon. In order to vary these angles, motion must be represented either
in the visual display or in the cockpit. Simulation engineering personnel indicate that
motion of the cockpit generally is feasible. From the training standpoint, cockpit motion
has other advantages as well. For example, it makes the training task appear more
"realistic" to the trainee and thus enhances his motivation to use the device. Cockpit
motionpreferably in the pitch, roll, and yaw dimensionsis considered to be an essential
characteristic for a primary contact flight training device.

Evaluation of Available Devices

Army Devices
The two available Army fixed wing synthetic flight trainers, the 1-CA-1 and the

2-B-12A, were examined to determine whether either might be useful in primary fixed
wing contact flight training. The 2-B-12A was not considered satisfactory because it has
incomplete aerodynamics and engine simulation, does not have clear windscreens, and has
no motion.

The 1-CA-1, with modification, could be used as a minimally acceptable
primary contact training device. It has a satisfactory motion platform, and it probably
could be modified to provide a reasonable view of an outside reference. Its aerodynamic
and engine simulation, while more complete than that of the 2-B-12A, is not as complete
as would be desired but would permit performance of many primary contact flight
maneuvers.

Non-Army Devices
Only one training device, known to be in existence or under development, was

appropriate for use in the Army's primary contact fixed training phase. This device
is the General Aviation Trainer, Model 1 (GAT-1), which is built by the Link Group,
General Precision System, Incorporated.
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The GAT-1 meets the flight dynamics and cockpit motion requirements
outlined above for a primary contact flight trainer. Its aerodynamics model is the Cessna

150, and all significant flight characteristics of that aircraft are simulated in a quali-
tatively realistic manner, lt has a three-axis motion system which simulates pitch, roll,
and yaw cues. Although it incorporates no visual display, it provides extra-cockpit
visibility approximately comparable to that of a light, single-place aircraft. At the time of
the study, the GAT-1 was being used as a contact and instrument primary flight trainer
in a training program at Greene Central High School, Greene, New York (16). A simple
visual display, consisting of a horizon line on a homogeneous field, was being used with
the GAT-1 in this high school flight training program.

ADVANCED CONTACT TRAINING (O/INOFWAC, Phase B)

Description of the Phese

Phase Objective. The purpose of advanced contact is to train officers, warrant
officers, and warrant officer candidates to perform advanced contact flight maneuvers
such as chandelles; lazy eights; power-off approaches; barrier, short field, and road strip
take-offs and approaches; and night navigation. The flight training in this phase consists
of approximately 20 hours of dual instruction and 30 hours of solo practice. All flight
training is conducted under visual flight rules.

Trainee Qualification. Successful completion of 0/WOFWAC Phase A is the only
trainee qualification requirement for this phase.

Training Aircraft. The training aircraft, as in Phase A, is the T-41.
Present Training Devices. Six hours of synthetic flight training are given in Phase B,

using the 1-CA-1 device. The training is a continuation of the training given in the 1-CA-1

during Phase A, and its purpose is to facilitate the instrument flight training given during
a subsequent phase of the course rather than primarily to aid in the development of
advanced contact flight skills.

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
No synthetic flight training devices are known to be in use elsewhere to provide

either fixed wing or rotary wing advanced contact flight training.
The term "advanced contact training" is used here within the specific context

of the 0/WOFWACthe portion of training in which the trainee's experience level is
increased from his 50th hour of flight experience to 100 hours. At much higher levels of
experience synthetic flight trainers are used in training progams involving advanced
contact maneuvers. Several commercial airlines, for example, use highly sophisticated
training devices, or aircraft simulators, in jet transition training courses for airline pilots
(18). The trainee characteristics and training considerations in such programs are unlike

those of O/WOFWAC Phase B, and such programs are not considered advanced contact
flight programs for the purposes of this report.
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Characteristics Needed in Devices for Advanced 'Training
Performance of advanced contact flight maneuvers requires reference to objectsand details in the real-world, extra-cockpit environment. The training consists largely ofmaneuvering the aircraft in close proximity to external objects (e.g., barriers and objectswithin confined areas) and performing advanced maneuvers. These maneuvers are per-formed to tolerances only slightly more restrictive than those acceptable for the perform-ance of primary maneuvers during Phase & No particular significance is placed upon thedevelopment of skill in the T-41 per se since it is a nontactical aircraft.
For these reasons, the tasks to be performed during Phase B dictate that asynthetic flight trainer should simulate the external visual scene to a relatively highdegree of fidelity, but qualitative fidelity of the simulation of the aircraft itself would beacceptable.
The flight and engine dynamics and cockpit motion characteristics of a devicethat might provide such training are similar to those identified as device requirements forthe Primary Contact Phase. The characteristics required for an external visual reference,however, would be much more elaborate because many of the maneuvers must beperformed in physical proximity to real-world objects. The use of a simple, extra-cockpitsymbolic visual display, such as would be appropriate for attitude control tasks, probablywould be of negligible training value during this phase. Rather, a relatively high fidelitypictorial representation which changes as a function of simulated aircraft attitude andaltitude is necessary.
A recent review of visual simulation technology conducted by HumRROindicated that the present state-of-the-art will not permit the fabrication of a high-fidelityvisual display appropriate for all advanced contact flight training maneuvers. The resolu-tion required to evaluate a landing area and negotiate a barrier, for example, cannot beprovided in an open-loop visual display at the present time.

Evaluation of Available Devices

No synthetic flight training devices that could be expected to enhance the efficiencyof advanced contact flight training in the O/WOFWAC are known.

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TRAINING (WINOFWACI Phase C)

Description of the Phase

Phase Objectives. The objectives of this phase are to qualify trainees in the operationof twin-engine aircraft, and to qualify them for the award of an Army Instrument Card(Standard) in accordance with current Federal Aviation Administration standards andapplicable Army regulations.
The flight training portion of this phase consists of 10 hours of twin-enginequalification training, of which 30 minutes is solo, and 50 hours of instrument dualinstruction, all of which is conducted under simulated or actual instrument conditions.Twin-engine qualification training precedes instrument training.
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Trainee Qualification. Successful completion of O/WOFWAC Phase B is the only
trainee qualification for this phase.

Training Aircraft. All inflight training for this phase is administered in the twin-
engine T-42 aircraft. This aircraft was acquired by the Army for training purposes only
and has been assigned no tactical mission. It is not considered to be a high-performance
aircraft, and it presents no significant control problems under routine or emergency
conditions that are not common to other, light, twin-engine aircraft with similar power
and type of engine. Further, there are no on-board systems whose operations present
unique twin-engine training requirements. So far as could be determined from interviews
with T-42 pilots, there are no unique, dangerous aerodynamic characteristics in this
aircraft. The T-42 is sold commercially as the Beechcraft Baron.

Present Training Devices. Approximately 20 hours of synthetic instrument flight
training are given during Phase C. The device used is the 2-B-12A, a stationary device

procured to meet an Army-wide instrument trainer requirement for the 1960-65 time
frame. A design requirement for die device was that it provide qualitative sirmilation of a
light, single-engine, relatively low performance aircraft. While no specific aircraft was
identified as the design basis for the 2-B-12A, it was modeled generally after the U-6
Beaver, the aircraft which was the Army's instrument training aircraft during the 1960-65
time frame.

As noted earlier, each trainee receives 12 hours training in Device 1-CA-1
during Phaies A and B. The purpose of present syntl...tic training i.-: Phases A, B, and C is
to facilitate trainee performance during the instrument qualificatio a portion of Phase C.

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
Synthetic flight training devices are widely used in both fixed wing and rotary

wing instrument training programs. Each military service uses them, as do most civilian
flying schools. Most flying schools use single reciprocating engine aircraft for instrument
flight, instruction, and consequently most instrument training devices are modeled after
single-engine aircraft.

An example of a more recently developed instrument training device is Device

2B21, a multiple cockpit instrument synthetic flight trainer which was developed by the
U.S. Naval Training Devices Center (NTDC) for a Navy training requirement. The 2B21
simulates the pilot station of the T-28B aircraft, the tandem-seating, single reciprocating
engine aircraft used by the Navy as its initial instrument trainer in single-engine training
phases of its initial entry pilot training program. The content of this part of the Navy's

instrument training program is similar to the instrument portion of the Army's
0/WOFWAC Phase C, except that it does not include 1LS (Navy aircraft are not ILS

equipped). The length of this phase of Navy training is under 30 flight hours, compared
with the 50 flight-hour length of the portion of Phase C devoted to instrument training.
Twenty-one hours of instruction are given in the 2B21.

Phe 2/321 is the first instrument flight training device to have all simulation
computations performed by a digital computer, although digital computers have been
used in more sophisticated flight simulators for a number of years. The 2B21 has a fixed
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base (i.e., no motion) and it uses one computer to drive four cockpits. All significant
parameters of the engine and aircraft, including sound, are simulated, and the compre-
hensive simulation of radio communication and navigation facilities provided allows the
trainee to perform any navigation operation that could be performed in the T-28B in
flight under instrument conditions. A more detailed description of Device 2821 may be
found in NTDC publications (19).

Naval aviation trainees completing the basic and radio instrument training
phases proceed to other phases of instruction. Before receiving his wings, each aviator
qualifies in an operational type aircraft (i.e., multi-engine, jet, or helicopter) and receives
additional instrument instruction in it. Trainees entering the multi-engine program may be
compared to Army 0/WOFW AC trainees to the extent that both obtain twin-engine
ratings during initial entry training and both receive at least a portion of their instrument
training in twin-engine aircraft.

Navy multi-engine training is given in the S2-F aircraft. The S2-F also is the
aircraft in which additional instrument training is given. The multi-engine transition and
instrument training during this phase of Navy training consists of approximately 40 hours
of instruction in the aircraft and 21 hours in a synthetic instrument flight training device.

The synthetic instrument flight trainer is the 2813, a twin-engine device
modeled after the Siz-F aircraft. The 2813 is driven by an analog ccmputer, and the
simulation of the S2-F is approximatethat is, simulation of the S2-F aerodynamics and
engine is qualitative rather than quantitative. The cockpit of the device is similar to that
of the aircraft in that all controls and displays required for the training given are present
although they are not necessarily identical in location or appearance to corresponding
items in the aircraft. Controls for the co-pilot (or instructor) are not provided, a feature
reported by Naval training personnel to be a distinct disadvantage. The 2813 has sound
simulation and a two-axis (pitch and roll) motion platform as well as limited ground
radio navigation facility simulation. A more detailed description of the 2813 may be
found in NTDC publications (20).

Naval training personnel believe that considerable benefits are derived from use
of the 2813 both as an instrument trainer and as an aid to twin-engine transition.
Trainees reportedly often voluntarily schedule themselves for additional training periods
to work on problems that are giving them particular difficulty, and flight instructors
often accompany trainees to the devices to demonstrate particular maneuvers that may
not be demonstrable with equal clarity or safety in flight. No attempts have been made
to determine empirically the contribution of 2813 training to Naval aviator trainee
proficiency, nor is it known whether additional training in the aircraft would be required
should this device be removed from the training program. Personnel associated with the
program are convinced, however, that the device contributes significantly to efficiency of
aviator training.

In addition to the 2813, an S2-F procedures trainer is used in the twin-engine
and instrument training phase of Naval training. The device is a system-specific trainer,
simulating to a high degree of engineering fidelity the cockpit of the S2-F aircraft and
providing quantitative simulation of the aircraft and engines to the extent that practice of
all procedures involved in operation of the aircraft on the ground can be accomplished.
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Characteristics Needed in Devices
Since the T-42, like the T-41 used in Phases A and B, is a nontactical aircraft,

the development of a high level of skill in flying it is not a primary objective of the
training. The maneuvers performed in the aircraft are associated with the operation of
any twin-engine aircraft and are performed at relatively low skill levels. A high degree of
engineering fidelity is not required in a synthetic flight traiq ng device in order to provide
psychological fidelity of simulation of the generalized task of twin-engine aircraft control.
Thus, a training device designed for use in the twin-engine qualification need provide only
qualitative fidelity of engineering simulation of the T-42.

In contrast with the objective of the transition portion of Phase Cthe
development of generalized twin-engine flight skillsthe objective of the instrument
training portion is to develop highly specific skills to levels required for tactical
operations. The flight performance and procedural skill tolerances required are those
necessary for operation of any tactical Army aircraft on Federal airways and in tactical
environments. Thus, the synthetic instrument training device required for such training
must provide a high degree of psychological fidelity of the instrument flight situation.
Quantitative fidelity of engineering simulation is required for those aspects of the training
that relate to the development of instrument flight skills.

While only qualitative simulation of the T-42 is required for the transition
training and aircraft control objectives of 171 lase C, operation of the aircraft during
training necessitates familiarity with the location of certain controls and displays. Certain
procedural tasks associated with engine start, run-up, and shut-down, for example, must
be performed during each training flight, and, although they typically are learned without
undue difficulty early in training, the complexity of these procedures is such that some
attention must be devoted to them during the first few training flights. A synthetic flight
trainer which provides physical fidelity of simulation of the T-42 cockpit would allow
development of the procedural skills associated with operating the T-42.

A training device designed to meet the dual objectives of twin-engine qualifi-
cation and instrument flight training should have the following characteristics:

(1) Twin-Engine Configuration. The requirement for a twin-engine
synthetic flight trainer is based upon two task fidelity considerations. First, practice of
the general aspects of uniquely twin-engine tasks (e.g., propeller feathering and single-
engine operation) should be provided in the trainer. Second, the trainee's task loading
the number of things he has to do simultaneouslyshould be similar in the synthetic and
in the flight training situations so that the trainee may develop the time-sharing skills
required for the coordination of instrument flight related skills. A simplified aircraft
control task or a reduced time-sharing requirement in the device would not lead to the
same amount of transfer of training as would more comparable trainer tasks.

(2) Flight and Engine Dynamics. The comments on fidelity of simulation
of aerodynamics and engine characteristics for a primary contact synthetic flight trainer
for Phase A are valid here as well. Since the T-42 is not considered a tactical aircraft, a
T-42 simulator or operational flight trainer (OFT) is unnecessary. However, any trainer
used in this phase should incorporate all representative twin-engine flight dynamics in
order that simulated aircraft responses to pilot control input might be qualitatively
similar to corresponding responses of twin-engine aircraft of similar weight and power.
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(3) Cockpit Motion. The addition of motion to synthetic instrument flight
trainers appears to have a minor but useful effect upon the development of skills in
control of the aircraft on instruments, and motion probably is quite useful for the
recognition of unusual flight conditions and malfunctions such as loss of an engine.
Adding motion to such trainers for beginning instrument trainees might be difficult to
justify for the sole purpose of training in aircraft control. However, in view of the value
motion may provide for recognizing the onset of unusual conditions and malfunctions,
plus the greater trainee acceptance of devices incorporating motion, the cost of a simple
motion platform probably is justified. A device that provides qualitative simulation of
three-axis motion (pitch, roll, and yaw) probably would be adequate for the training
under consideration here, although it should be noted that devices incorporating addi-
tional axes of motion (i.e., translational motion) are becoming increasingly popular
among major synthetic flight trainer users.

(4) Environmental Simulation. Simulation of the quantitative effects of
winds, and so forth is not needed when there is no requirement for precise aircraft flight
dynamics simulation. Qualitative simulation of ambient conditions (e.g., wind direction
and velocity, atmospheric pressure, turbulence) is a requirement for an instrument flight
trainer.

(5) Electronic Aids Simulation. Quantitative simulation of ground elec-
tronic navigation aids (i.e., VOR, ILS, ADF, and GCA) and the simulation of the air
traffic control system are important requirements. The simulated location of various
ground navigation aids must be precise enough to allow the trainee to compute navigation
problems. The number of such aids simultaneously represented should be sufficient to
provide a realistic navigation task to the trainee without overburdening instructional
personnel. The geographic area represented by such simulation should be large enough to
allow simulated cross-country flights under instrument conditions

(6) Sound Simulation. The auditory sense is an efficient means of com-
municating "either-or" or two-category information. Sound intensity changes, frequency
shifts, and masking effects are useful aids in aircraft control, particularly in twin-engine
aircraft. In a training device designed for the training under discussion, engine sounds are
believed to provide potentially useful cues to aircraft control and should be provided.
Since recognition of the specific sounds associated with a nontactical aircraft is of limited
value, qualitative simulation of T-42 aerodynamic and engine sounds is appropriate in a
training device for Phase C.

(7) Cockpit Simulation. To enable the trainee to become familiar with the
T-42 cockpit, the location of its controls and displays, and the various procedures (i.e.,
sequences of activities) he must perform in it, a trainer for Phase C should simulate the
cockpit of the aircraft. Since acquiring procedural skills associated with equipment
operation depends upon close psychological more than physical correspondence of the
training and the criterion task (4)' only qualitative engineering fidelity of simulation of
the T-42 cockpit is required.

Similar findings were obtained by Wallace W. Prophet and II. Alton Boyd, Jr., in liumRRO
Division No. 6 work comparing the effectiveness of a device and a photographic cockpit mockup for
procedures training (8).
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(8) External Visual Reference. Where flight training is limited to the use
of instruments within the aircraft and/or information received via radio, no visual
simulation of the out-of-the-cockpit scene is required. For the transition training, how-
ever, the use of extra-cockpit visual cues is important. Two sets of cues are involved. One
set allows the trainee to orient the aircraft in relation to the horizon, and these cues are
particularly useful at altitude during the acquisition of the skills associated with maneu-
vers such as attitude control during single-engine operations. These cues can be provided
by a symbolic visual display such as that provided by a horizon line on a homogeneous
field (see the discussion of visual display requirements for a primary training device). The
other set of cues allows the trainee to maneuver the aircraft in proximity to the ground
(e.g., to perform take-off and landing operations). To provide these cues requires a
relatively high fidelity pictorial representation of the extra-cockpit scene which changes as
a function of simulated aircraft attitude and altitude.

Since twin-engine transition training consists largely of maneuvering
within airport traffic patterns and of landing and taking off from an airport rather than
confined or tactical areas, an appropriate visual representation would consist of a
simulated three-dimensional airport and surrounding countryside. Visual displays such as
this, attached to flight simulators, are currently in use by a number of commercial
airlines for familiarizing pilots with the visual cues associated with landing commercial
transport aircraft. A synthetic flight training device suitable for Phase C training should
be compatible with such external visual displays currently available or under
development.

Evaluation of Available Devices

Army Devices
The Army has no training devices intended to aid in twin-engine transition

training. Such is not the intent of Device 2-B-12A which is used in this phase of training.
Device 2B-12A has no twin-engine simulation capability and no motion, and cannot be

used with a visual display; its aerodynamic and engine simulation is unsatisfactory for
Phase C transition training, and its cockpit and sound characteristics do not correspond
even qualitatively to those of the training aircraft.

All prese:it synthetic training included in O/WOFWAC is intended to assist
trainees in the development of instrument flight sis rather than to aid in transition
training. Trainees receive up to 12 hours in Device 1-CA-1 during the Primary and
Advanced Contact Phases, and 21 hours of synthetic instrument training in Device
2-B-I2A during Phase C. The extent to which training in these devices transfers to the
inflight situation is subject to empirical determination. Such a determination has not been

made by the Army, and it was outside the scope of the present study. It is likely,
however, that sonic negative transfer is resulting from the present requirement that
trainees at a relatively low skill level learn to fly the single-engine 2-B-I2A while
simultaneously learning to fly the twin-engine T-42.

Device 1-CA-1 has long been considered obsolete by the Army, and the
Aviation School has stated that Device 2-B-12A is unsatisfactory so far as

accomplishment of the School's fixed wing instrument flight training requirements is
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concerned. Discussions with simulation engineering personnel at NTDC and at several
simulator manufacturers indicate that existing Army trainers cannot be modified effi-
ciently to incorporate the desired characteristics, even to provide appropriate flight
dynamics and twin-engine simulation.

Non-Army Devices
Several devices being used by other services incorporate (or could he modified

to incorporate) the desired characteristics, although none of them were being manu-
factured at the time of the study. Two such devices were checked outthe previously
described Multi-EnOne Instrument Train., Device 2B13, and its predecessor, Twin-Engine
Instrument Flight Trainer, Device 2F25. Both are Navy devices. It was determined
through the Army Participation Group at NTDC that neither device was available to the
Army.

One device, the Link GAT-2, with most of the characteristics and which
probably could be used satisfactorily in the Aviation School's twin-engine transition and
instrument training was under development. A presentation on this device had been made
to Aviation School personnel by Link representatives during September 1967. Analysis
during this study indicated that the two areas of discrepancy between the GAT-2 and the
requirements for a synthetic twin-engine instrument flight training device were that it had
only two axes of motion, and its cockpit was not configured like the T-42. Based upon
the information available from Link Group, all other required device characteristics were
included, making the GAT-2 the most suitable known device for use in Phase C.

The lack of the third axis of motionyawprobably would reduce the effec-
tiveness of the GAT-2 for single-engine training, although the effects of yaw are simulated
in all instruments in this device. The fact that the GAT-2 cockpit is not configured
specifically like the T-42 is less of a drawback, since familiarity with the T-42 cockpit
configuration itself can be obtained through the use of a system-specific cockpit pro-.T-
dures trainer. Such is the procedure followed by the Navy, where synthetic instrument
flight training is conducted in the 2B13, and familiarity with the training aircraft's
cockpit is provided through use of a procedures trainer for that aircraft.

TACTICAL FLIGHT TRAINING (O/WOFWAC, Phase D)

Description of the Phase

Phase Objectives. The two main objectives of the final phase of the O/WOFWAC are
to qualify trainees in the operation of the 0-1 aircraft, and to develop trainee skills in the
employment of the 0-1 under tactical conditions for stability operations.

Training oriented toward the first objective is conducted by the Department of
Fixed Wing Training, and it familiarizes the trainee with the 0-1 to the extent that the
advanced flight maneuvers learned during Phase B can be performed proficiently in it.
The training consists of 20:45 hours of dual instruction and 7:15 hours of solo practice.

I Message, AASAFW 9-509, Commandant, USAAVNS, to USCONARC, 20 Sep 67. Subject: Type
Classification of Fixed Wing Instrument Trainer, 2812A.
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Training oriented toward the second objective is conducted by the Department
of Tactics, and it consists of 8:30 hours of dual instruction and 18:30 hours of solo
Kactice. The training includes low-level navigation, evasive maneuvering, contour flying,
external load delivery, area and route reconnaissance, aerial conduct of fire, and tactical
radio procedures_ The final portion of this training consists of operating within a
simulated tactical environment as part of a fixed wing aviation platoon. All training
during Phase D is conducted under visual flight rules.

Phase D is the final phase of the Army's initial entry fixed wing aviator training
program. Graduates of this phase are awarded aviator wings, and in the case of warrant
officer candidates, warrants. Initial assignment of the newly qualified aviators is to
operational units or to gaduate level aviator courses at the Aviation School.

Trainee Qualification. Successful completion of 0/WOFWAC Phase C is the only
trainee qualification for this phase.

Training Aircraft. All flight training during Phase D is con6ucted in the 0-1 Bird Dog
airplanea light, two-place, tandem-seat, high-wing, tail-wheel, single-engine aircraft that is
employed tactically by the Army. It is similar in configuration and power to the Cessna
180. Its flight controls and aerodynamic characteristics are similar to those of other light
aircraft of similar configuration found in civilian aviation. The 0-1 also is used tactically
as a light observation aircraft by the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Marine Corps.

Present Training Devices. No synthetic flight training devices are employed during
Phase D.'

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
The content of the 0-1 transition training portion of Phase D closely parallels

the content of Phase B, Advanced Contact Training. As indicated in the Phase B descrip-
tion, no synthetic flight training devices ace known to be in use elsewhere to provide
advanced contact flight training.

Unlike the T-41 and the T-42 used in prior phases, however, the aircraft used
in Phase D is a tactical aircraft. The development of a high level of skill in flying the 0-1
is a training objective, because graduate aviators will fly this aircraft in tactical environ-
ments where mission accomplishment is dependent in large part upon proficient aircraft
handling under possibly degaded and probably stressful conditions.

Where high levels of proficiency in the handling of a specific tactical aircraft
are required, aircraft simulatorssynthetic flight training devices which simulate to a high
quantitative degree of engineering fidelity the characteristics of a specific make and
model aircraftoften are used in transition training programs. All Air Force tactical jet
and multi-engine aircraft transition training programs, for example, make use of such
devices. For relatively unsophisticated, low-performance aircraft such as the 0-1, however,
aircraft simulators have never been developed, probably because one system-specific

1Synthetic training devices that are used to simulate a tactical environment during Phase D, such
as hand grenade simulators and ground burst simulators, are not considered to be synthetic flight
training devices for the purpose of this report.
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simulator for the 0-1 would cost approximately as much as 50 0-1 aircraft. n addition:d
consideration probably has been that the hourly operating cost of aircraft simulators
typically equals u exceeds the hourly operating cost of (i-1 type aircraft.

The tactical flight training requirements in the 0/WOFWAC are similar to the
tactical flight training requirements that exist in the Tactics Phase of the Officer/Warrant
Officer Rotary Wing Aviator Course w 0/WORWAC). Both courses provide traii.ing in
visual aerial observation and reconnaissance, target acquisition, target identification, :ierial
lire adjustment, and navigation at low ley( by reference to features of the surrounding
terrain. At present, no synthetic flight training devices are in use for such training in the
Tactics Phase of 0/WORWAC, nor ate such devices known to be in use in other training
programs elsewhere.

It should be noted that certain tactical training requirements are being met in
part. through the use of training devices in other training programs. For example, training
in the delivery of guided missiles is provided in Air Force training programs by Device
GAM 85 (Bull Pup simulator) and in the Tactics Phase of 0/WORWAC by Device M-22
(SS-11 simulator). The requirement for such training does not exist in OiWOFW,IC
Phase D.

Characteristics Needed in Devices
While the 0-1 is a tactical aircraft and relatively high aircraft control skill levels

are needed for its effective employment, it is unsophisticated and forgiving when com-
pared with most other Army tactical aircraft, and it is relatively inexpensive to operate.
A device which simulated the specific characteristics of the 0-1 to a highly quantitative
degree of engineering fidelity undoubtedly could be used in the transition training
portion of Phase D t.) accomplish some of the training involvedparticularly if the device
incorporated a high fidelity, closed-loop representation of the extra-cockpit visual scene
hut the development and procurement of such a device could hardly be justified in view
of the relative ease with which the desired 0-1 aircraft control skills are being acquired
using only the aircraft itself.

Several problems in 0-1 transition training result from the differences in
configuration between it. and the two other aircraft each trainee previously has flown. In
the T-41 and the T-42, for example, the throttle is operated by the right hand and the
control wheel by the left; the situation is reversed in the 0-1. A training device designed
to acquaint trainees with the cockpit configuration of the 0-1 could be of benefit with
this training problem. Such a device could be a procedures trainer such as is used by the
Navy li. ts S2-F program or as that used in the Aviation School's Mohawk Transition
Course described elsewhere in this report. The relative simplicity of cockpit procedures in
the 0-1, however, suggests that the contribution to training efficiency of an 0-1 proce-
dures trainer may not be justifiable from a cost-effectiveness standpoint unless a low-cost
procedures trainer, such as a photographic mockup, were used.

Another problem in 0-1 transition training results from the difference in

forward visibility between the 0-1 and the T-41 or T-42 during certain maneuvers. The
landing attitude of the 0-1, for example, is somewhat more nose high than that of the
other two aircraft, and during early flights trainees often misjudge their proximity to the
ground because of reduced forward visibility. To provide adequate training in the visual
cues associated with landing an 0-1 would require a training device with an external visual
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reference such as that d, scribed for transition training in the T-42 itirch,ft., that is, a
relatively high fidelity pictorial representation of an airport. scene which changed as a
function of simulated aircraft attitude and altitude

0-1 ground handling, particularly high speed taxiing associated with landing,
presents problems to the O/WOFIVAC trainee. Some ground handling accidents that occur
during Phase D could be prevented throuf,h appropriate training. A direct Ipproach to
this problem would consist of the use, as a "taxi training device," of non-airworthy 0-1
aircraft with reinforced main gear struts and with wings modifi'.nd to reduce their hit
char4cteristics. Nonflyable aircraft have been used as ground handling training devices
with consider ible success throughout most of the history of aviation training (21).

The similarity between the tactical training requirements of the tact ics phases
of the 0/WOFUAC and the O/WORWAC has been noted above. Both training coorses
develop skills associated with the visual observation of details in the extra-coykpit
environment (e.g., target acquisition, aerial fire adjustment, and navigation at low level by

reference to the surrounding terrain). Ttw training device requirements have beet spec-
fied for a tactics synthetic flight training device for the 0/WORWAC. The viscal display
requirements specified for a rotary wing tactics training device are essentially the same as
thoe required for a tactics training device for O/WOFWAC Phase D. so they will not be
repeated here. It should be noted, however, that a technical review of those requirements
revealed that a trainieg device meeting them could not be obtained at present becauFe of

state-of-the-art limitations.2

Evaluation of Available Devices

No synthetic flight training devices that could be expected to enhance the effective-

ness of the training being given in 0/WO FWAC Phase D are known to be available.

FIXED WING QUALIFICATION COURSE

Description of the Course

Course Objective. Tne objective of the Fixed Wing Qualification Course (FWQC) is

to train rotary wing rated trainees to fly fixed wing observation aircraft and to familiarize
them with the tactical employment of sucn aircraft. All flight training in this course is
conducted under visual flight rules, and the course is similar in content to that of Phases

A and B of the 0/WOFWAC. The flight training consists of 5 hours of dt...11 instruction
and 15 nours of solo practice. Graduates of this course are awarded fixed wing aviator
ratings and may be assigned to operaiional units or to graduate level aviator courses at
the Aviation School.

tDraft Proposed Small Development Requitement, Synthetic Army Airciaft Training System
(SAATS), U.S. Army Aviation School, May 1967.

2n d 1nd., Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Command, AMC-RD, 30 Nov 67, to Letter,
ATOPSTNG-TSD, USCONARC, 16 June 1967. Subject: Synthetic Armed Aircraft Training Sysiem

(SAATS).
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Trainee Qualification. Commissioned officers and warrant officers who are rated U.S.
Army Rotary Wing Aviators are qualified for this course

Training Aircraft. All flight training during the FUTQC is conducted in the 0-1 Bird
Dog, the same aircraft in which O/WOFWAC Phase D is conducted.

Present Training Devices. No synthetic flight training devices are used in this course.

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
The training conducted in the FWQC is comparable to that conducted in Phases

A and B of the O/WOFWAC, and the discussion of training devices used in programs
similar to those phases is applicable to the FWQC as well. Trainees in the FWQC,
however, are already rated military aviators, and many skills associated with flyingskills
which often are described by terms such as "air sense"already have been developed by
them. Characteristically, FWQC trainees reach various training ,Titeria (e.g., solo) more
rapidly than do initial entry trainees, and their attrition rates are lower. While training
devices used in initial entry training programs would be of similar use in FWQC-type
training, the benefits derived in FWQC training would be expected to be less significant.

No synthetic flight training devices are being used in the Rotary Wing Qualifi-
cation Course, the comparable rotary wing course for previously rated fixed wing Army
aviators.

Characteristics Needed in Devices for Qualification Training
The discussion of synthetic flight training device characteristics appropriate for

Phase A of the 0/WOFWAC is applicable to the FWQC as well. A device having the
described qualitative simulation characteristics would be of benefit for the development
of rudimentary aircraft control skills; however, unlike Phase A trainees, trainees in this
course have relatively little tronble developing such skills without the aid of training
devices.

In view of the fact that the 0-1 is a tactical aircraft, the discussion of tm;ning
device characteristics appropriate for the 0-1 transition portion of 0/WOFWAC Pha-,e D is
relevant to post-solo training in the FWQC. Again, however, it should be no:Rd that
quantitative simulation of the 0-1 could hardly be justified in view of the relative ease
with which the desired 0-1 control sikills are being acquired using only the aircraft itself
for training.

Evaluation of Available Devices

The discussion of the suitability of available Army and non-Army synthetic flight
training devices for 0/WOFWAC Phase A training is applicable to FWQC training as well.
No present Army devices nave the reouired characteristics. One non-Army device, the
CAT-1, is considered appropriate, but the rate of development of fixed wing aviator skills
of the FWQC trainee would suggest that relatively modest improvements in course
efficiency would result from the introduction of such a device in that course.
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OV (MOHAWK) AVIATION TRANSITION COURSE

Description of the Course

Course Objective. The Mohawk Transition Course is a graduate-level course con-
ducted by the Aviation School to qualify Army aviators in the operation of Army
combat surveillance multi-engine OV-1 Mohawk airplanes. The flight training in this

course consists of .16 hours of dual instruction and five hours of solo practice. A graduate
of the course must be proficient in the operation of the Mohawk in normal and tactical
situations under both visual and instrument flight conditions.

All graduates of this course immediately attend the OV-1 (Mohawk) Aviator

Combat Surveillance Familiarization Course at the U.S. Army Combat Surveillance
School. Tne likely assignment for graduates of these courses is to Mohawk operational

units in Southeast Asia where they may engage in tactical missions as aircraft

commanders.
Trainee Qualification. To qualify for attendance at the Mohawk 'Transition Course,

an officer or warrant officer must be a qualified fixed wing aviator on active duty and

must hold a current Army Instrument Card (Fixed Wing). While attendees typically have

500 or more hours' flight experience in fixed wing aircraft, some officers and warrant
officers are accepted immediately upon completion of O/WOFWAC.

'Training Aircraft. The OV-1 Mohawk is a relatively high performance, twin-engine,
turbine-powered, tactical aircraft wnich has numerous unique aerodynamic characteristics.

It has flight control and ejection equipment found in no other Army aircraft. Its various
on-board systems have unique operating requirements. Tne safe operation of the Mohawk

during all emergency conditions requires highly specific pilot responses.
Present Training Devices. Three synthetic training devices are used in the Mohawk

Transition Course: Device 2-C-9, a cockpit procedures trainer; Device 2-B-12A modified

to incorporate an FD 105 flight control system; and Device 9E2A, an ejection seat

trainer. Each trainee receives approximately 13 hours' practice in the 2-C-9, 10 hours

in the modified 2-B-12A, and one simulated ejection in the 9E2A during Mohawk

transition training.'

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs

Training in the Mohawk may be compared to training in high-performance
aircraft by other services (e.g., the Air Force F-111A and the Navy A-7) and by
commercial carrier (e.g., the DC-9). The transition training practices of these services and

carriers include the use of system-specific flight simulators (sometimes called Operational

Flight Trainers) in all current transition training programs for medium- and high-

performance aircraft.

Other training devices are used during classroom instruction in this course, e.g., Device 2-A-27B,

an engine trainer. These devices have been classified by the Aviation School as maintenance rather than

operator training devices.
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The simulators used are quantitative facsitniles of the aircraft cockpit. and they
provide a high degree of quantitative simulation of all psychologically significant systems,
sounds, and engine and flight characteristics associated with a specific make and model
aircraft. Most of these simulators have multi-axis motion platforms, and many have visual
display attachment s which simulate real-world scenes and provide out-of-the-cockpit visual
cues appropriate for the performance of many aircraft maneuvers dependent upon visual
reference. The quantitative simulation provided by such visual displays is adequate to
provide cues appropriate for take-off and landing operations associated with the high-
speed, fixed-wing aircraft being simulated.

It has been demonstrated repeatedly that the use of such flight simulators can
result in appreciable savings in training costs and in increased pilot proficiency (22). Tne
use of flight simulators to develop skills needed to cope with emergency situations (e.g..
loss of an engine on take-off) allows the trainee to acquire needed skills without.
endangering himself or expensive equipment. The use of similar dynamic flight training
devices in Mohawk transition training could result in significant reductions in inflight
training requirements while increasing the proficiency of course graduatesparticularly
their proficiency when inflight emergency situations occur which require prompt, unique
pilot responses.

All major U.S. commercial carriers are acquiring flight simulators for the
training of their jet aircraft crews. These simulators are designed to meet fidelity of
simulation requirements specified by the Federal Aviation Administration. Simulators
certified by the FAA as meeting these requirements are being used to provide major
portions of the training of commercial pilots transitioning to jet aircraft. Using such
devices, the Training Committee of the Air Transport Association has established the goal
of complete airplane crew training in simulators alone and the elimination of transitional
checkouts in the actual aircraft (23). Similar goals could be considered for the transition
training of Army pilots in the Mohawk and similar aircraft.

The military services and commercial airlines that are using flight simulators are
also making increasing use of system-specific part-task trainers to supplement them. These
devices provide training in partbut not allof the overall flight training task. The most
common example of such a trainer is a device that is used in cockpit procedures training
(e.g., the 2-C-9 or the previously described Navy Device S2-F ). They simulate to a high
degree of psycnological fidelity the environment within which certain procedures asso-
ciated with flight, such as engine start and run-up, can be practiced. No attempt is made
in such devices, however, to simulate aircraft flight control aspects of the flight task.

Characteristics Needed in Devices
Devices used in the Mohawk Transition Course must be system-specific. The

graduate aviator will fly the Mohawk in tactical situations, so it cannot be viewed as a
training aircraft. Nor is it unsophisticated and forgiving. Rather, it is a relatively high
performance tactical aircraft, and all training conducted in it is designed to develop in the
trainee high levels of specific operational skills. Such training cannot be provided effec-
tively in general purpose devices that provide only qualitative simulation of the Mohawk.

Some of the required training can be provided effectively in part-task trainers
that simulate to a high level of psychological fidelity certain elements of the INilohawk
pilot's task. The presently used 2-C-9 is an example of such a part-task trainer. In
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addition to this training, however, a whole-task trainer, or flight simulator, is needed to
provide synthetic training i the overall flight task and to augment the training otherwise
provided in the Mohawk itself.

Such a flight simulator must have the following characteristics:
(1) Engine and Aerodynamic Simulation. The Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration has published a set of engine and aerodynamics simulation engineering standards
and tolerances for the design of commercial simulators (24). A simulator certified by the
FAA as meeting these standards and tolerances has a high degree of quantitative fidelity
to the simulated aircraft and may be used by a commercial airline for much of the
necessary training of its pilots, for one of the semi-annual mandatory checkrides, and for
major portions of the other checkride.t Similar design requirements exist for Air Force
and Navy simulators. These or similar standards and tolerances are also appropriate for
use as engine and aerodynamics simulation design requirements for a Mohawk simulator
for the Army.

(2) Cockpit Motion. Many of the cues associated with operation of a
high-performance aircraft are proprioceptive in nature, that is, they are associated with
changes in body position and orientation. The relatively subtle cues associated with
acceleration, deceleration, and tiltthe cues that alert highly proficient pilots to out-of-
tolerance conditions before they are detected from instrument indicationsare in this
category, and their simulation requires th( physical displacement of the body.

Such is a primary function of the more sophisticated multi-axis flight
simulator motion platforms. The cues these platforms provide enable pilots to detect
changes in aircraft attitude and speed more rapidly than might otherwise be possible.
Motion is particularly useful to experienced pilots who have learned to attend to the
more subtle cues associated with the onset of systems malfunctions. Consequently,
motion cues must be more faithfully reproduced for them in a training device than for
inexperienced pilots such as O/WOFWAC trainees. Because of space limitations, however,
only qualitative simulation of motion can be obtained in such platforms.

A simulator for the Mohawk should incorporate a motion platform
that provides appropriate psychological cues associated with vibration and with the
displacements of the aircraft along the roll, pitch, and yaw axes at a minimum, and
possibly along the vertical axis as well. It should be noted that flight simulators under
development for the Boeing 747 and the SST will have fore-aft and lateral translation
motion in addition to these.

(3) External Visual Reference. The relatively simple cues provided by a
symbolic reference such as that described for the Primary Contact Phase of O/WOFWAC

would be of little value to an experienced Army aviator undergoing Mohawk transition

training. A Mohawk simulator should incorporate a visual display that would enhance the
development of skills associated with some of the more critical piloting task requirements

such as loss of engine during take-off, landing rollout, and landing.

Subsequent to the study reported here, the FAA changed its requirements with respect to

simulator training for air lines pilot transition to allow more extensive use of simulators in certain

training programs.
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There are several visual displays now available which allow this type
of training, but they are expensive to procure and maintain, and they are of limited
training value. Other visual systems under development will provide more appropriate and
detailed cues for take-off and landing operations when used with flight simulators of the
type described here. The characteristics of visual displays that would be appropriate for a
Mohawk simulator have been specified elsewhere (25). The procurement of such a display
with a Mohawk simulator, or the provision for its later addition, would allow all or
almost all Mohawk pilot skills to be developed in a simulator.

Evaluation of Available Devices

Army Devices
The Army currently has no Mohawk flight simulator, and modification of

existing Army synthetic training devices to simulate the Mohawk or any of its systems
(e.g., turbine engine) has been discouraged during discussions of these devices with
simulation engineers. The consensus of these engineers is that a more economical
approach would be to develop the required devices "from scratch."

Two of the training devices currently used in the Mohawk Transition Course,
Devices 2-C-9 and 9E2A, are system-specific trainers; that is, they provide training in the
specific cockpit and ejection procedures that are unique to the Mohawk. The 2-B-12A,
however, is not. Even with the FD 105 modifications, this device requires the develop-
ment of pilot behaviors which are grossly unlike those required in the operation of the
Mohawk and which could interfere with aviator performance in the aircraft itself. The use
of this device, therefore, cannot provide fully satisfactory training toward the accomplish-
ment of the course objective.

Non-Army Devices
Since the Mohawk is exclusively an Army aircraft, Mohawk simulators or

part-task trainers have not been built for other services, agencies, or commercial organiza-
tions. There are no system-specific part-task trainers or flight simulators in existence
today, other than Devices 2-C-9 and 9E2A, which provide training that could be
substituted for training in the Mohawk itself.

U-21 AVIATOR QUALIFICATION COURSE

Description of the Course

Course Objective. The U-21 Aviator Qualification Course is a graduate level course
conducted by the Aviation School to qualify Army aviators in the operation of the U-21
Ute in normal, emergency, and instrument flight conditions. The flight training consists
of 25 hours of dual instruction, approximately 15 hours of which is conducted under
visual flight rules, and the remainder under actual or simulated instrument conditions.
Graduates of the Ute course typically are assigned to Southeast Asia where they engage
in tactical operations as Ute pilot or co-pilot.

Trainee Qualifications. Commissioned officers and warrant officers who are fixed
wing aviator rated and who Possess a current Army Standard or Special Instrument Card
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are qualified for this course. Some turn-around graduates of O/WOFWAC have been
accepted for this course, but the typical trainee has 500 or more hours' experience as a
fixed wing aviator.

Training Aircraft. All flight training is conducted in the U-21 Ute aircraft, tht?
military version of the Beechcraft King Air. The Ute is a twin-engine, relatively high
performance, turbine-powered, tactical, light transport aircraft. Like the Mohawk, it has
unique aerodynamic characteristics and has navigation equipment found in no other
Army aircraft. Operation of the Ute during all emergency conditions requires highly

developed, specific pilot responses.
Present Training Devices. At the time of this review of fixed wing flight training

programs at the Aviation School, each trainee in the Ute course received approximately
six hours of synthetic instrument flight training in Device 2-B-12A. The use of this device
has since been discontinued. No other training devices were in use at that time.

Training Device Considerations

Training Devices Used in Similar Training Programs
The Ute course is similar to the Mohawk Transition Course, and the comments

concerning review of training devices used in programs similar to the Mohawk Transition
Course apply to the Ute course as well. Unlike the Mohawk, however, the Ute is not
uniquely an Army aircraft. There are civilian training programs designed specifically to
qualify aviators in the operation of its civilian version, the Beecheraft King Air.

One of these training programs is operated by Beech Aircraft Corporation at its
Wichita, Kansas, facility. Several Army aviators were trainJel by Beech in this course at
the time of the initial procurement of Ute aircraft. One training device is employed in
the programa King Air procedures trainer, used for practice of all King Air ground
operating procedures. A high degree of quantitative fidelity of engineering simulation is
provided on all systems necessary to practice these procedures. Although the device is not
commercially available (the one operated by Beech was built as a part-time project by
their personnel), an estimate (not a quotation) of $250,000 was provided by Beech for
the manufacture of a similar device for the Army.'

Flight Safety, Incorporated, of LaGuardia Airport, Flushing, New York, also
operates a King Air transition training program, and a King Air simulator recently has
been obtained for use in that program (26). The device simulates to a high degree of
quantitative engineering fidelity the cockpit, the flight and engine characteristics, and the
sound of the King Air aircraft, and it has a three-axis motion system. The device was
built for Flight Safety, Incorporated, by Redifon, Ltd., an English simulator manu-
facturer. Cost of this device was not available.

Characteristics Needed in Devices
Like the Mohawk, the Ute was procured by the Army for use in tac+Ical

environments, and it cannot be viewed as a training aircraft. Also like the Mohawk, it is

not an unsophisticated and forgiving aircraft. It is a relatively high performance tactical
aircraft, and all training conducted in it must be designed to develop in the trainee high

I Personal communication, Jack L. Marinelli, Beech Aircraft Corporation, 22 November 1967.
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levels of specific skills. These skills can only be acquired in the aircraft itself or in a
synthetic flight training device which simulates quantitatively the specific systems and
parameters involved in the aircraft's flight.

The device characteristics specified for effective Nlohawk transition training are
the same as the characteristics of devices required for effective Lite training.

Evaluation of Available Devices

Army Devices
Training on Device 2-B-12A has been discontinued, and other Army training

devices appear to be of little value for use with the Ute.
Concurrent with the present review, and at the request of the Department of

Advanced Fixed Wing Training, design specification for a Ute procedures trainer and a
program of instruction for use with it were developed by HumRRO. The trainer was
constructed for the Department by the Third U.S. Army Training Aids Center at a cost,
including material and labor, of approximately $4,300. The device, which is described in
Appendix B, provides quantitative dynamic simulation of a number of Ute systems and
qualitative simulation of all others which are required for the acquisition of the proce-
dural skills associated with operation of the aircraft on the ground. The device and
program of instruction are in use by the Department of Advanced Fixed Wing Training,
and training personnel report that trainees who have received procedures training in the
device perform exceptionally well in the aircraft.

In addition to the Ute Procedures Trainer, HumRRO Division No. 6, under
Work Unit SYNTRAIN, developed the "HumRRO Trainer" for use in connection with
the lite Procedures Trainer and program of instruction described above. The HumRRO
Trainer, a two-dimensional paper facsimile of all the displays and controls required for
the execution of U-21 procedures, allows the trainee to learn the location and general
function of all Ute controls and displays prior to his first period of instruction in the
procedures trainer or in the aircraft.

Non-Army Devices
Two non-Army devices for the King Air aircraft, the civilian counterpart of the

lite, have been described above. No other devices are known to exist which might be
used in the Ute course.

OTHER FIXED WING COURSES

Fixed wing training courses other than those discussed above were not reviewed in
detail during the present investigation. From cursory review, however, it would appear
that the content of the other courses presents no new training material. For the most
part, the courses differ from those discussed in terms of trainee background (e.g., Regular
Army vs. National Guard), rank and amount of experience (e.g., WOCs in the WOFWAC
vs. field grade officers in the Fixed Wing Tactics Refresher Course), and aircraft involved
(e.g., U-21 vs. U-8). The content of these courses primarily consists of adaptation of the
content of courses previously discussed, and, generally, similar training device require-
ments would be expected to exist.
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DISCUSSION

During the survey of fixed wing training device requirements, HumRRO personnel
reviewed the objectives and curriculum of each major fixed wing aviator course, and
determawd the adequacy of existing Army devices with respect to the requirements of
these courses. Where Army devices were found to be inadequate or inappropriate, major
characteristics of more suitable devices were identified, and the availability of such devices
from non-Army sources wos determined.

This section of the report summarizes the findings from the review of fixed wing
training device requirements with reference to operational considerations and application.
Like the review itself, it has not been modified to reflect any changes since 1968 in
status of specific courses or availability of specific devices. It should be noted that this
discussion is predicated upon the assumptions about training circumstances for the next
several years that were set forth in the opening sections of this report.

INITIAL CONTACT FLIGHT TRAINING'

Appropriate use of synthetic flight training devices prior to or early in contact flight
training has typically led to reductions in flight-related attrition among trainees, reduc-
tions in time required to meet various flight criteria, and improved performance during
training. Examples of initial contact flight training programs where such benefits were
derived include the experimental use of Device DFIT-1 at the USAPHS (14), the use of
Device 1-CA-2 at the University of Illinois (12), and the use of the General Aviation
Trainer Model 1 (GAT-1) at Greene Central High School, Greene, New York (16). The
introduction of an initial contact synthetic flight training deviee with the characteristics
described in the review section of this report would be expected to result in similar
benefits to the Aviation School's primary contact fixed wing training programs.

One available devicethe GAT-1was found to be appropriately designed for the
Army's training requirements, and its use in the Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
Aviator Course (0/WOFWAC), Phase A, and in similar initial contact flight training
programs seems promising. The GAT-1 should be used in conjunction with a simple
extra-cockpit symbolic visual presentation similar to that used in the training program at
Greene Central High School.

The benefit to be derived from the use of the GAT-1 with a symbolic visual display
is to a large extent a function of when it is introduced in the training cycle. If the trainer
is initially used following the first solo flight, for example, many of the skills which can
be developed in it will already have been acquired. If it precedes the first period of
inflight instruction, on the other hand, maximum opportunity would be afforded for the
development of skills for subsequent transfer to the inflight situation. These skills include
the performance of climbs and climbing turns, approaches, go-around procedures,

Assumptions I a, 2, and 3 (see p. 5-6) are relevant to this discussion of initial contact flight training
device requirements.
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coordination exercises, clearing turns, slow flight, stalls, slips and slipping turns, straight
and level flight, glides, and gliding turns.

From an administrative standpoint, the introduction of the CAT-1 in the primary
contact flight training program could best be accomplished early during the pre-solo
period of instruction. Its use at that time, though not as desirable as use before any
inflight instruction, reasonably could be expected to enhance trainee performance in
flight, lead to quicker solo, and reduce attrition during the early stages of the course.
However, the benefit of such training, regardless of when in the training cycle it may
occur, will be limited by the way in which the device is usedthat is, the program of
instruction (P01). Careful attention to the development and empirical validation of
synthetic training POIs and their coordination with inflight training activities is essential.

A limited number of GAT-ls might be procured initially in order that their specific
training value under operational training conditions might be evaluated experimentally.
Such an evaluation should include technical assistance in the development of objective
performance criteria, experimental design, and statistical analyses of data.

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TRAINING AND
TWIN-ENGINE QUALIFICATION'

A training device designed to meet the dual objectives of twin-engine qualification
and instrument flight trainingthe objectives of 0/1VOFWAC, Phase Cshould have the
charecteristics indicated for such training in the review section of this report. No device
with these characteristics is known to be available. Present Army devices used in
twin-engine qualification and instrument flight training (2-B-12As) were designed for
training requirements no longer existing at the Aviation School, and were procured
essentially as interim solutions. These devices are not appropriate for the present training
requirements.

The requirement for devices incorporating the characteristics described can be met
by (a) developing a fixed wing synthetic flight training facility, the procedure followed by
the Aviation School in the development of a USAAVNS subsystem for the SF TS, or
(b) purchasing or developing a number of independently operating devices, the procedure
more typically followed by the Army in the past. The development of a synthetic
training facility has been proposed by HumRRO Division No. 6 (Aviation) as a desirable
solution to the Aviation School's synthetic training requirements.'

The development of a synthetic flight training facility to meet the fixed wing
instrument and twin-engine qualification training requirements of the Aviation School

Assumptions lb, lc, 2, and 5 (see p. 5-6) are applicable to this discussion of instrument and
twin-engine transition training. It is recognized that some instrument training currently is given in the
single-engine U-6, but it is assumed (see Assumptions 4 and 5) that this practice will cease. Until that
time, continued use of Device 2-B-12A as a synthetic instrument trainer in courses where the U-6 is the
training aircraft would appear justified.

2 Research done by Paul W. Caro under HumRRO Work Unit ECHO concerning implications of
digital computer advances for Army simulation requirements.
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again is proposed as a long-term solution to this requirement. A Synthetic Flight Training
System with a fixed wing twin-engine instrument training subsystem would provide the
Aviation School with training equipment superior to that which could be provided
through the procurement of a number of independent training devices. Training tech-
nology developed for rotary wing application in the SFTS would be applicable to such a
subsystem, and the inherent flexibility of the SFTS approach would provide desirable
adaptability to the Aviation School in meeting its future fixed wing, rotary wing, and
VTOL training requirements.

It should be noted that the SFTS as presently being procured is amenable to
expansion to include fixed wing instrument and twin-engine qualification training
modu les.

Based upon the Aviation School's experience with the procurement of major flight.
training devices (e.g., Device 2-B-12A and the SFTS), it is likely that an appropriately
designed subsystem of fixed wing training devices which incorporate modern engineering
and training technology could not be in operation at the Aviation School in less than five
years. It is apparent that a short-term solution to the instrument and twin-engine
qualification training device requirement is also needed. The procurement of already
developed devices, which would allow bypassing the lengthy device development cycle,
could provide an interim solution to the device requirement while the more lesirable
training facility is being developed.

So far as could be determined during the present survey, no training devices now
available have the desired characteristics. One potentially useful commercial device,
however, was under development at the time of the review. While not meeting all of the
training device requirements (e.g., it has a two- rather than a three-axis motion system), it
is judged generally suitable for use at the Aviation School on an interim basis pending
development of a fixed wing synthetic flight training system.

This particular device is Link's General Aviation Trainer Model 2 (GAT-2). A
presentation on the GAT-2 made to Aviation School personnel by Link Group representa-
tives demonstrated the general compatibility of the proposed GAT-2 with the Aviation
School's twin-engine qualification and instrument training device requirement. Members
of the Work Unit SYNTRAIN research staff estimate that a 40% to 50% reduction in
O/WOFWAC Phase C flight training could be effected through appropriate utilization of
the GAT-2 in that course. Limited procurement of the device would permit an experi-
mental determination of its value as a replacement for Device 2-B-12A in the
O/WOFWAC Phase C.

At the request of the Assistant Commandant of the Aviation School, HuniRRO
Division No. 6 undertook development of estimates of costs associated with the introduc-
tion of GAT-2 training devices to the Aviation School's fixed wing flight training
programs. The information thus developed was made available to Aviation School
representatives in February 1968. The information is contained in Appendix A.

In addition to the device development and procurement actions indicated above,
system-specific procedures trainers should be developed by the Aviation School for use in
conjunction with these devices and with the T-42 aircraft itself. Procedures trainers such
as the L1-21 Procedures Trainer described in Appendix B and the paper I-IumRRO Trainer
heing used with it will provide useful training supplemental to that otherwise provided in

3 3
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twin-engine qualification training. It should be noted, however, that the effectiveness of
these devices is largely dependent upon the use of a highly structured program of
instruction such as that developed for use with the U-21 Procedures Trainer and the
H u m IMO Trainer.

TRANSITION TRAINING'

The transition training mission of the Aviation School consists of training twin-
engine instrument rated Army aviators in the operation of the Army's twin-engine tactical
aircraft, such as the OV-1 Mohawk. The development of high levels of skill is required in
order to employ these aircraft and their on-board systems effectively under the hazardous
circumstances and the often degraded conditions associated with extended tactical opera-
tions. These skill levels can be acquired only in the aircraft itself or in highly sophisti-
cated and realistic flight simulators that can subject aviators to the psychological as well
as the physical stresses involved in such operation. The characteristics of devices designed
to provide such training are summarized in the review section of this report.

Flight simulators of the complexity described should be developed for use in each of
the Aviation School's transition courses, that is, the Mohawk, lite, and Seminole'
courses. Such development would be consistent with the policy the Aviation School is
pursuing in the development of simulation for the transition training of aviators for two
rotary wing tactical aircraft, the UH-1 and the CH-47. Simulators for these aircraft are
being developed as part of the SFTS, and transition training for both will be conducted
using the Aviation School Subsystem of the SFTS. Fixed wing simulators could be added
to this Subsystem alongside or in place of either the UH-1 or the CH-47 trainer modules,
or a separate fixed wing simulator SFTS subsystem could be developed specifically for
the transition training requirement.

In addition to simulators, system-specific part-task trainers may be expected to make
significant contributions to the efficiency of the Aviation School's transition training
courses. The development and introduction of a Ute procedures trainer, the use of a Ute
paper Hum RRO Trainer, and the highly structured program of instruction to go with
them are described in Appendix B. A procedures trainer, the 2-C-9, also is in use in the
Mohawk Transition Course. Use of these devices and the programs of instruction devel-
oped for them should continue, and similar devices and programs should be developed for
other Aviation School transition training programs.

Use of Device 2-B-12A with the FD 105 modifications and Device 9E2A probably
should be continued until more suitable devices are procured; however, there is no known
empirical evidence that the training received on these devices transfers positively to the
Mohawk aircraft, and it would be desirable to collect evidence to validate the use of
t hese devices.

Assumptions Id, , and 5 (see p. 5-6) are applicable to this discussion of trarsition training.
The U-8 (Seminole) Aviator Qualification Course was not included in the study on the assump-

tion that the skill requirements for it are comparable to those of the Mohawk and Ute Aviator
Transition Courses which were included.
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SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY

Since the advent of digital computer controlled flight simulation equipment several
years ago, flight simulation technology has made enormous strides. The increased capa-
bility and flexibility of the newer equipment has led to corresponding advances in
aviation training technology.

In order to enable Army aviators to keep fully informed of many Army capabilities
and potential value of the newer equipment, a systematic program of visits to users of
such equipment would be beneficial. Visits by Aviation School personnel involved in
fixed wing training programs to other military and civilian agencies conducting pilot
training would assist the School in maintaining awareness of such developments and their
implications for Army aviation training. Additional benefit would be derived from a
progyam of visits to the major manufacturers of modern flight training equipment and
from discussions with representatives of their engineering and research staffs.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Initial cr,nta....t flight training:
a. Procure a limited number of GAT-1 trainers with symbolic visual displays.
b. Investigate the use of the OAT-1 in the Greene High School training

program.
c. Determine empirically the training value of the GAT-1 in Army fixed wing

primary training.
2. Instrument flight training and twin-engine qualification training:

a. Develop a fixed wing instrument and twin-engine qualification synthetic
flight training facility similar to the SFTS being developed for rotary wing synthetic
instrument flight training (a long-term solution).

b. Procure a limited number of GAT-2 trainers (a short-term solution).
c. Determine the training value of the GAT-2 in Army fixed wing instrument

flight and twin-engine qualification training.
d. Develop procedures trainers, paper HumRRO Trainers, and structured pro-

grams of instruction for them for use in twin-engine qualification training.
3. Transition training:

a. Modify the SFTS under development to include simulators for the Army's
twin-engine tactical aircraft, or develop a separate fixed wing SFTS subsystem for
twin-engine tactical transition training.

b. Continue the use of the available system-specific part-task trainers employed
in twin-engine transition courses for tactical aircraft.

c. Develop procedures trainers, paper HumRRO Trainers, and structured pro-
gams of instruction for twin-engine transition courses not now employing them.

4. An additional proposal:
A systematic program of visits by Aviation School personnel to other pilot

training agencies and to manufacturers of flight training equipment.
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Appendix A

FLIGHT AND SYNTHETIC FLIGHT TRAINING COSTS IN
THE OFFICER/WARRANT OFFICER FIXED WING

AVIATOR COURSE, PHASE C

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Appendix is to present an estimate of the savings that might be
expected to accrue from procurement by the U.S. Army Aviation School of the General
Aviation Trainer, Model 2 (GAT-2) for use in Phase C of the Officer/Warrant Officer
Fixed Wing Aviator Course. Hum RRO was asked by the School to develop information
related to the cost of flight and synthetic flight training in the course under considera-
tion, in order that such information could be taken into account in the School's decision
on possible adoption of the equipment. The present Appendix was prepared in response
to that request.

APPROACH'

The approach taken was to compute, on an annual basis, the costs which could be
attributed to the operation of OfWOFWAC Phase C flight training, to estimate the costs
which might reasonably be incurred by the procurement and use of GAT-2 training
devices, and to compute from these costs the savings that would result from specific
reductions in flight training time due to the increased efficiency of synthetic training
using the new device.

Table A-1 indicates the various materials and services which were included in the
cost computations and the source of the cost data concerning them. It should be noted
that certain costs associated with both flight and synthetic flight training in Phase C are
not included. Costs associated with administration of the U.S. Army Aviation Center and
the conduct of academic instruction in Phase C were not included because it was assumed
that the contribution of such costs to the conduct of flight training would be insensitive
to a change in the ratio of flight to synthetic flight training. In addition, costs associated
with student transportation, housing the synthetic trainers, operation of the airfields
where O/WOFWAC Phase C is conducted, and buildings provided the contractors for
administrative purposes were omitted because of the limited personnel resources available
to HumRRO during the period of this investigation.

It should be noted that the cost data cited in this Appendix are current as of 31
March 1968. It is probable that data current on any subsequent date will not coincide
exactly with all of the costs reported herein.

Although the U.S. Army does not depreciate its property for accounting purposes,
that means of representing the annual cost of equipment and facilities was selected for
the present calculation. Table A-2 presents the depreciation periods which were adopted.
They were judged to be reasonable estimates of the useful life of the items included in

I See Reference 3.
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Table A-1

Materials and Services Included in the Study and
Cost Data Sources

Materials and Services
1

T-42 aircraft
Office equipment and furniture
Flight clothing and equipment

Cost Data Source

Supply Division, DOSS, USAAVNS

Buildings Real l'operty Section, Engineers Division,
Building maintennace DCSLOG, USAAVNC
Utilities
Janitorial Service

Aircraft spare parts Logistics Management Board, DCSLOG ,
Petroleum, oil, and lubricants USAAVNC
Government furnished maintenance equipment')
Refueling, contract
Maintenance, contract

Flight training contract Plans Division, G-3, USAAVNC
Synthetic training contract

GAT-2 Link Group, General Precision Systems,
Incorporated

a
Government furnished maintenance equipment consists of 1,213 items supplied to the maintenance

contractor. The equipment includes items such as vehicles, furniture, office equipment, tugs, cranes, and
special tools. Because of the number and variety of the items involved, they are treated as one item in this
Appendix.

Table A-2

Depreciation Periods

Item I Depreciation

Permanent buildings (masonry-steel) 50 years
Temporary buildings (wood) 25 years
Aircraft 10 years
Synthetic trainers 10 years
Furniture 10 years
Office equipment 10 years
Government-furnished maintenance equipment 10 years
Flight equipment 5 years
Flight cloth ing 2 years
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the investigation. Straight line depreciation schedules were used, and the periods involved
ranged from 50 years for permanent buildings to two years for flight equipment.

RESULTS

Table A-3 contains a summary of the annual costs associated with the conduct of
flight training in Phase C of the O/WOFWAC. These costs total $2,330,020.63. The
present annual input to Phase C is 645 trainees, and each trainee receives approximately
60 hours of flight training. The total annual number of training flight hours in Phase C,
therefore, is 38,700. Dividing 38,700 flight hours into the $2,330,020.63 annual cost of
Phase C flight training in the T-42 yields a flight training hourly cost of $60.21.

Table A-4 contains a summary of the annual costs associated with the conduct of
synthetic flight training in Phase C of the 0/WOFWAC, assuming the use of 13 GAT-2
trainers. These costs total $154,140.00. With the present annual input to Phase C of 645,
and with each trainee receiving approximately 21 hours of synthetic flight training, the
total number of hours of such training is 13,545. A computation similar to that
performed for flight training yields a synthetic flight training hourly cost of $11.38.

Table A-3

Annual Costs of Phase C Flight Training

1. Aircraft depreciation
2. F light training cost

Contract
Flight building

Depreciation $2,092.71

Utilities 3,914.76

Janitorial services 1,801.26

Maintenance 963.47

$658,858.67

9,722.20

Furniture and other equipment
Depreciation 1,636.48

Flight clothing
Depreciation 2,778.70

Flight equipment
Depreciation 1,100.82

3. Maintenance cost
Contract 971,370.00

Spare parts (OMA) 278,253.00

Spare parts (PEMA) 4,257.00

Govei nment-furnished maintenance equipment 8,718.76

4. Petroleum, oil, and lubrication
5. Refueling

188,522.00

674,146.87

1,262,598.76
172,215.00
32,508.00

$2,330,020.63
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This report provides a discussion jf the suitability of the present synthetic flighttraining device, Device 2-B-12A, for Phase C training. With the 21 hours' synthetic flighttraining now provided in Device 2-B-12A, 60 hours' flight training is required in the T-42in order for the trainees to attain sufficient instrument flight proficiency in the T-42aircraft to pass the final Phase C checkride.

Table A-4

Annual Costs of Phase C
Synthetic Flight Training

Trainer depreciation $ 55,740.00
Trainer operation 78,900.00
Trainer maintenance 19,500.00

$154,140.00

Because of the more suitable design of the GAT-2, it is believed that training in itwill transfer more efficiently to the T-42 aircraft. It is estimated that substitution of 20hours of appropriate training in the GAT-2 for the training now given in the 2-B-12A willpermit an immediate reduction of at least five hours in the length of O/WOFWACtwin-engine and instrument flight training. Further, it is believed that a synthetic flight
training program can be developed for use with the GAT-2 which will permit furtherrecluction in the amount of flight training in the T-42 aircraft requ'red to meet thepresent end-of-phase proficiency requirements.

The cost data cited in this Appendix are based upon specific training conditions--60hours in the T-42 and 21 hours in the GAT-2. Reducing the amount of flight training or

4:4

Table A-5

Annual Costs and Prcbable Savings
Associated With Selected Combinations of

Flight and Synthetic Flight Training

Hours of training in the
Annual
Cost

Annual
SavingsAircraft Trainer

60 21a $2,465,440.63 $ 0
55 20 2,282,751.75 182,688.88
50 25 2,125,275.00 340,165.63
45 30 1,967,798.25 497,642.38
40 35 1,810,321.50 655,119.13
35 40 1,652,844.75 812,595.88
30 45 1,495,368 GO 970,072.63

aThe present Phase C training program, consisting of 60
hours in the T-42 and 21 hours in the 2-6-12A, is included for
comparison. For the purpose of this comparison, the cost of
synthetic flight training in the 2-6-12A was estimated (not
computed) to be $136,450.00, or $10.00 per hour. Except for the
first row, all costs end savings shown in Table C-6 are based upon
the use of CAT-2 trainers.
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increasing the amount of synthetic flight training will result in changes in the hourly cost
of these two types of training. Nevertheless, the cited hourly costs can be used as
estimates in order to determine the effect upon total training costs of various combina-
tions of T-42 and Gat-2 training.

Table A-5 contains selected combinations of flight and synthetic training that
probably could be achieved were the GAT-2 introduced in Phase C. The values selected
for this table are not based upon transfer of training data, since no such data exist at the
present time. Rather, they represent the opinion of the HumRRO research staff that
training programs consisting of the indicated combinations of flight and synthetic flight
training can be developed that will achieve the same level of trainee proficiency now
being achieved in Phase C. Optimum combinations of flight and synthetic flight training
must be determined empirically. To achieve a given flight time reduction may actually
require a greater or lesser amount of synthetic flight training than that shown in this
table.

COMPUTATION NOTES

Aircraft

Thirty-five T-42A aircraft are required to support Phase C training. Each aircraft
cost $53,872.00, and it is depreciated over a ten-year period. Therefore,
($53,872.00 x 35)/10 = $188,552.00, the annual Phase C aircraft cast.

Flight Training

Phase C flight, synthetic, and academic instruction is conducted under a fixed rate
contract based on the number of trainees involved. The annual contract cost for flight
instruction only for FY 1968 is $358,858.67. This includes saleries of supervisors,
instructors, and clerical personnel, Social Security tax, State and Federal Unemployment
Insurance, Workmen's Compensation tax, uniform, expenses, office expenses, communica-
tion services, accountant's fees, and contractors's tofit.

Phase C flight training is conducted out of Building 205, Cairns Field. This is the
fixed wing flight training building. It houses Headquarters, Department of Advanced
Fixed Wing Training, and all fixed wing flight courses.

The area of Building 205 occupied by and charged to Phase C, including a pro-rata
share of the lobby, halls, and latrines, is 8,378.28 square feet. This represents 35.22
percent of the 23,785 gross square footage of the building. Total value of the building is
$297,091.65, of which 35.22 percent is $104,635.68. The building was depreciated over
a 50-year period. Therefore, ($104,635.68)/50 = $2,092.71, the annual cost of the Phase
C training building.

ln addition to the cost of the training building itself, other costs are associated with
its use. A percentage of utilities, janitorial service, and maintenance also must be charged
to Phase C.

The Engineers Division, DCSLOG, reports that, on a post-wide annual basis, utilities
cost $51.51 per person who works or maintains a work area in post buildings. Seventy-six
Phase C flight training contractor personnel utilize Building 205. Therefore,
$51.51 x 76 = $3,914.76 which is chargeable annually to Phase C for training building
utilities.

Janitorial services for Building 205 are provided by a civilian contractor. Two types
of services are provided:

! (1) On a nightly basis, at a charge of $.017 per square foot of cleanable area.
(2) On a permanent basis.
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Building 205 utilizes both services. One full time janitor is provided at a cost of$275.00 monthly. In addition, there is nightly clean-up service costing $.017 x 22,812square feet of cleanable area in the building, or $387.80 per month for a monthly totalof $662.80, or an annual charge of $7,953.60. Since Phase C personnel occupy 35.22
percent of Building 205, the pro-rata annual charge to Phase C is $7,953.60 x .3522, or$2,801.26.

Maintenance of permanent type buildings is computed by DCSLOG on a basis of$115.00 annually per 1,000 square feet of floor space. Phase C occupies 8,378.28 squarefeet of floor space. Therefore, 8.378 x $115.00 = $963.47 annually for training building
maintenance. The government provides the contractors involved in Phase C with sufficientoffice and classroom furniture and equipment to support training. The flight training
contractor has $16,364.75 worth of such equipment in offices and classrooms in Building205. Depreciated over ten years, this equipment costs $1,636.48 annually.

Each contractor instructor pilot is furnished flight suits, boots, gloves, and flightjacket. The total cost of this clothing is $5,557.40. Depreciated over two years, theannual cost is $2,778.70.
Each contractor instructor pilot is furnished a headset, knee pad, flashlight, and

computer. The total cost of this equipment is $5,504.12. Depreciated over five years, theannual cost is $1,100.82.

Maintenance

Maintenance support for the aircraft used in Phase C is provided by a civilian
contractor. For FY 1968, the following amounts have been programed by DCSLOG for
maintenance support for the 35 T-42A aircraft used in Phase C:

Labor and overhead $971,370.00
Spare parts (OMA) 278,253.00
Spare parts (PEMA) 4,257.00

The maintenance contractor is provided government equipment to support mainte-
nance for 180 U.S. Army fixed wing aircraft located at Cairns AAF. The equipment
includes special tools, office equipment, furniture, vehicles, etc. The total cost of :his
equipment, estimated by DCSLOG, is $448,501.06.

Thirty-five of these aircraft, or 19.44%, are required to support Phase C flight
instruction. Therefore, .1944 x $448,501.06 = $87,188.61, which is chargeable to Phase Cflight training. Depreciating this equipment over ten years yields an annual cost of
government furnished aircraft maintenance equipment of $8,718.86.

PC:IL

Approximately 38,700 hours of flight time will be flown in FY 1968 in the Phase C
flight program. According to current flying hour cost figures prepared by the Logistics
and Management Section of DCSLOG, the T-42A hourly POL cost is $4.45. On anannual basis, this amounts to $172,215.00.

Refueling

Refueling services are provided by a civilian contractor. DCSLOG provided costfigures show refueling cost to be $0.84 per hour for the T-42A. On an annual basis, this
amounts to $32,508.00 for 38,700 flight hours.

Trainers

The cost of procurement of GAT-2 training devices has been quoted by themanufacturer as $42,500 each.' An additional $4,900 has been quoted for on-site
Shipping and installation charges are not included.
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installation of the first two of these devices and the training of USA AVNS personnel in
their operation and maintenance. Replacement of existing devices with GAT-2s on a 1:1
basis was used as a basis for computation. Therefore, 13 new GAT-2s will be required.
The cost of these devices, including initial installation and training of USA AVNS
personnel, will be $557,400. Using a depreciation period of 10 years, the annual cos i. will
be $55,740.

Synthetic Flight Training

Synthetic flight training is conducted by a contractor. The cost of that training,
obtained from the Plans Division, G-3, USAAVNS, is $78,900 annually.

Trainer Maintenance

The cost of spare parts to be used in maintaining GAT-2 devices has been estimated
by the device manufacturer at $1,500 per trainer per year, or $19,500 annually for 13
trainers. Considering the fact that the GAT-2 is a new device and no valid data on spare
parts utilization exist, the manufacturer's technical personnel have stated informally that
this is likely to be an overestimate of the actual cost.
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Appendix B

DEVELOPMENT OF A U-21 PROCEDURES TRAINER

During the course of the Technical Advisory Service to the Department of Advanced
Fixed Wing Training, a cockpit procedures trainer for the U-21 Ute was developed. The
trainer constitutes the implementation of previous research conducted by Hu2nRRO
Division No. 6 (Aviation), HumRRO Division No. 5, and HumRRO Division No. 3 under
Work Units TRADER, ECHO, RINGER, and STRANGER.'

The trainer is a three-dimensional, full-scale replica of the cockpit of the Ute
forward of (approximately) Station 143. It contains operating facsimilies of all Ute
aircraft controls and components required to be manipulated by the pilot daring the
execution of cockpit preflight, engine start and run-up, engine clearing, pretake-off,
shutdown, and cockpit post flight procedures.

The trainer may be seen in Figure B-1. It was fabricated by the Third U.S. Army
Training Aids Center to specifications developed by the HumRRO research staff. The cost

U-21 UTE Procedures Trainer
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I See References 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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of the device, including all parts and labor, was reported to be $4,300. Upon completion
of its development and checkout. it was delivered to the Department of Advanced Fixed
Wing Training and is being used there in the U-21 Aviator Qualification Course.

A design crkerion for the trainer was the activation of all indicat.ars and displays
that were used during the cecution of the procedures listed. To the extent that such
activation was within the capability of the Third U.S. Army Training Aids Center, this
was accomplished through the use of electrical signals. Where electrical activation was not
practicable, techniques were devised to provide the necessary system dynamics through
the trainer instructor or the trainee himself. To this end, the following techniques were
em ployed:

(1) A remote instructor's control box was provided. The box contains switches
that permit the instructor to turn indicator lights on the cockpit instrument panel on and
off in response to trahee action.

(2) All engine instruments that display information used by the trainee during
the procedures for which training is provided are activated by the trainee; that is, he
moves instrument dial needles to specified instrument values in response to his own
manipulation of the aircraft controls.

No training device is of value without a training program. A progrm of instruction
was developed for use specifically with the procedures trainer. It specifies, in step-by-step
detail, the actions required of a trainee and an instructor during Ute procedures training.
The program of instruction was delivered to the Department of Advanced Fixed Wing
Training along with the trainer.

A research product of HumRRO Work Unit SYNTRAIN, a 4/10 scale paper mockup
of the UTE cockpit, called a HumRRO Trainer, also was provided to the Department of
Advanced Fixed Wing Training for use in conjunction with the procedures trainer and the
program of instruction described above. The HumRRO Trainer is shown in unassembled
and assembled form in Figures B-2 and B-3. An Instructor Guide for the U-21 Procedures
Trainer was prepared to facilitate the standardized use of the procedures trainer, the
paper HumRRO Trainer, and the program of instruction. A copy of the Instructor's
Guide is included in this Appendix.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE FOR THE U-21 PROCEDURES TRAINER

The U-21 Procedures Trainer is a training device designed to facilitate the acquisition
of certain procedural skills necessary to the operation of the U-21 Ute. All procedures
associated with c,peration of the U-21 on the ground, e.g., Starting Engines and Engine
Shutdown, may be practiced in the trainer.

The U-2I Procedures Trainer Checldist is designed for use in the trainer and as a
home study guide in conjunction with the U-2I HumRRO Trainer. Each item number of
the Procedures Trainer Checklist corrPmonds to the aircraft checklist item number found
in TM 55 1510-209-10. You wi!! that some items on the Prorcedures Trainer
Checklist have been broker. into conipohent steps. Trainee actions entailed by each step
must be memorized lacuause these steps are not given in the checklist used in the aircraft.

To be effective, training in the Procedures Trainer must precede training in the
aircraft itself. With adequate home study using the Prncedures Trainer Checklist and the
U-21 HumRRO Trainer, the typical trainee can essentially master these procedures in five
trials in the trainer. On the sixth trial (i.e., the first trial in the aircraft), the trainee
should be expected to perform the appropriate procedures, using only the aircraft
checklist found in the -10, without error. The recommended training technique is to
allow the trainee to use the detailed Procedures Trainer Checklist during the first two or
three trials in the trainer, thereafter requiring him to perform from memory. The
"challenge and reply" method used in the aircraft is appropriate for use in the trainer.

The Procedures Trainer was fabricated at Fort Rucker. Some of the knobs and levers
do not operate. The rudder pedals, fresh air vent knob, and ice vane levers, for example,
can be damaged should excessive pressure be exerted on them. In order to extend the life
of electrical components (e.g., light bulbs), the battery switch should remain in the OFF
position when the trainer is not in use.

The column headings on the Procedures Trainer Checklist generally are self-
explanatory. You may find it desirable to 91aborate upon some of the comments in order
to assure trainee understanding.
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

2 DIR DASD mANPoWER IPPCGRI I COMET USA SIG CTR C SCH 4TTN Dot FT MONMOUTH
1 CHF OEF NUC AGCV ATTN DnC LIB BR uttoT JucelE AovOCATE GENERALS SCH u OF vA
I OIR WSFG NASH., D.C. 20305 I OPTY CONOT uSA AvN SCH ELEMENT GA
I D1R OASD MANPOWER C RESERvE AFFAIRS I OPTY AsST CONDI USA AVN SCH ELEMENT GA

OfC OF THE ASST SEC OF DEF IHCEI IDAAI ATTN m SIEGEL I USA AVN SCH ELENENT OFC OF DIR OF INSTR ATTN EDUC Apv
COMD4 FLO COMO JEF NuC AGCY SANDIA RASE ATTN FUG? I EC/1PC CONSLI ARMY NILIT POLICE SC4 FT GORDON

2 NASA SCI C. TECH INFO FACILITY COLLEGE PARK NU 6 rONDT USA EVGR SCH ATTN EDUC ARV At-FIRES-EA FT BELVOIR
I CINC uS EUROPEAN COMO ATTN SUPPORT PLANS SR J1 2 COMOT uSA SCR EUROPE AWN FOGIC ADv APO 09172 NY
I CINC USA PACIFIC ATTN G3 CDC APO SAN FRAN 96610 UFC OF DOCTRINE 0Ev LIT C PLNS USA ARMOR SCR ATTN ArtRAAS-Dm

CG uS ARMY JAPAN APO 96343 sAN FRAN ATTN U3 COMOT ARMY AvN SCH FT FuCKER ATTN ECILM ADv
10 CG USA FORCES SOUTHERN COMO ATTN SCARCD Cf 5 CG usA PRIM HELICaPTEE CTR/SCH S FT oULTERS ATTN ATSPH-DOT
1 CG USA ALASKA ATTE. ARACD APO 98749 SEATTLE DIR OF INSTR uS NIL ACAD WEST POINT NY
2 CG US ARMY EuRaPE APO 09401 NY ATTN OPNS Dtv I DIP OF NUTT INSYR uS MILIT ACAO KEST PUINT
I CO ARMY TRANS RES COMO FT EUSTIS ATTN TECH Lls I USA INST FOR MIL ASSIST ATTN LIB RIDS 151'2808 FT PRAGG
I CG uSA AD CORD ENT AFB ATTN AOGPA COLO 4 uSA INST FOR NIL ASS'ST ATTN COUNTERINSURGENCY DEPT FT BRAGG
6 CG 1ST ARNY ATTN OCSOT Ft MEADE RD I CONOT DEE MGT SCR FT BELVOIR

CG ARD ARMY ATTN OCSOT FT MCPHERSON 2 COmDT USA ASI C. KLIN CTR C SCH ATTN CHF OFC OF LIPS REDsTONE ARSNL
2 CG SIXTH ARMY PRES OF SAN FRAN ATTN AAJPS-T7 CANDT LA RAC SC4 V MAC LIR ATiN AJNCT FT MCCLELLAN
I CG EUSA ATP,/ AG-AC APO 96301 SAN FRAN 2 HO ABERDEEN PG ATTN TECH LIB
I CLIN PSYCHOL SERV DEPT OF NEuROPSYCMIAT WALTER RrED GEN HOSp I CO USA INTELL CTR E SC4 ATTN DIR Of ACADEMIC OPS FT RuACRuCA
I DIR MEL APG MD I CU USA INTELL CTR C SC4 RTTN DIN OF DOC C LIT FT NUAChtUca
I CG-USA CDC EXPERIMENTATION COMO F. ORD 1 COROT EISA CSGSC Ofc OF CHF OF RESIDENT INSTR FT LEAVENWORTH
2 ENGNR PSYCHOL LAB PIONEERING Rfs DIN ARMY NATICK LARS NATICK MASS 1 CONOT USA Ca SCR ATTN oFC OF DOCTRINE DEVIL LIT E PINS FT BRAGS
I TECH LIR ARMY NATICK LABS NATICK NASS I COROT USA CA SC4 ATTN OPI FT BRAGG
2 INST OF LAND CRT ATTN TECH LIB FT BELROIR vA I COROT uSA CA SCH 4TTN EDuC ADv FT BRAGG
I REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFO CTR uS ARNY RSL COMO ATTN CHF DOC SEC ALA 1 COMM USA CA SC4 ATTN LIB FT BRAGG
I CO FT HUACRUCA SPT COM) USA ATTN TECH REF LIS CONOT USA SCR C TN& CTR ATTN ACOFS GI ING DIV FT MCCLELLAN
2 CG uS ARMY cac EXPERIMENTATION CORD FT ORO 1 CDNOT uSA SCH C TNG CTR ATTN ACOFS G3 PINS C OPS Olv FT MCCLELLAN
I SIXTH USA LIB DEPOT BLDG M 13 14 PRES OF SAN FRAN 10 CONOT USA INST FOR NIL ASSIST ATTN DOI FT PRAGG
I PINS OFCR PSYCH HDOTRES uSACOCEC FT ORO I LINN USAIS FT 5F4NING

CG FT ORD ATTN G3 TNG DIV 9 COROT USA FLD ARTY SCH ATTN 001 FT SILL
I DIR WALTER REED ARMY INST OF RES *ALTER REED ARMY MED CTR I COMDT usA ARTY SC4 ATTN EDuC SERVICES DIV FT SILL
2 DIR wRAIR wALTEA REED WAY NED 87TR ATTN NEURORSYCHIAT DIV I COMOT uSA ARTY SCH ATTN EDUC ADy FT SILL
I CD HO ARMY ENLISTED EVAL CTR FT PENJ HARRISON I CONDT USA TRANS SCH ATTN DIR OF DOC E LIT FT EUSTIS
I TECH LIB BOX 22 USACDC EXPERIMENTATION CJMO FT ORD I COMOT UsA TRANS SCR ATTN LIB FT EUSTIS
I HJPIAN FACTORS TtSt DIV LAChitt uSAF HOSP EGLIN AFR 1 USA INST FOR MIL ASSY ATTN EDUC ADy FT BRAGG
I CO FRANKFORD ARSNL ATTN SMUFA-N6403/202-4 PA 1 COMDT uSA CCGSC ATTN ATSCS-DJ ISPOAR/
3 6TH RGN USARADCOM FT FAKER I CONDI' ARMY oM SCR OFC DIR OF NONRESID ACTVY ATTN TNG MEDIA D!v VA
I 4TH ARMY MSL COMO AIR TRANSPORTABLE SAN FRAN I COMOT uSA ARTY SC4 ATTN LIP FT SILL
1 PERS SUBSYS Uly CREW SuPSYS DRCT AER0 SyS DIV WRIGHT-PAT. I CG USA SCH C TVG CTR ATTN ACOFS G3 FT GORDON
I DIN ARMY Bo FOR AVN ACCIDENT RSCH FTRUCKER I DIR OF GRAD STUD 4 RSOR ATTN REMY SCI REP USACEUSC
2 CO PICATINNY ARM DOVER N J ATTN SUMPA VCI I COROT USA AD SC4 ATP. AKPAAS-OL-EA FT BLISS
I LIP DEF SUPPLY AGCY CAMERON STA VA I COROT uSA Aa sCH HIGH ALTITUDE MSL DEPT FT RLIss
2 CO USA CDC AG AGCY FT BENJ HARRISON IND 2 DIR ARGO + 9N URNS DEPT USAIS FT PENNING
1 REF m MS IS NASA ALA I OIR CONN ELEC USAIS FT BINNING
I CO USA CAT OEM COMO TRANS AGCY FT EUSTIS I DIR ABN-AIR 4004ITY DEPT uSAIS FT PENNING
I CO ARMY CDC INF AGY FT BINNING 2 DIR COMPANY TACTICS DEPT uSAIS FT PENNING
I CO ARMY CDC ARMOR AGy FT KNOX I CG USA SIG CTR A SCH ATTN ATSSC-JP-COB FT MONNouTH
II USA CDC SPEC WARFARE AGENCY FT BRAGG I CG USA SIG CTR F. SCR ATTN ATSSC-cA FT NuNMOUTH
I CO uS ARMY CDC AVM AGCY Ft RUCKER I SECT OF ARMY, PENTAGON
1 Co uSA CDC CAT SUPPORT GP FT BELVOIR I OCS-PERs OA ATT4 CHF C+S DIV

Co uSA TNU CTR IFAI ATTN ARPSITC-TT FT SILL 1 DIR OF PERS STUDIES E RSCH ODCSPER 04 RASH DC
1 CG USA ING LIR 'C. FT LEONARD WOOD ATTN ACOFS G3 1 CO FOREIGN SCI TECH CTR PUN BLDG
I Cu USA INF CTR ATTN AJIGT-1 FT BENNTNG 2 ACSFOR DA ATTN CRF TNG DIv RASH DC
I CG USA TNG CTR INF ATTN ACOFS G3 FT OIX I CG USA MAT COMD ATTN ANCPD-TE
1 CG USA TNG CTR ATTN ALOES 63 FT JACKSON I CHF OF ENGNRS DA ATTN ENGTE-T
I CG USA TNu CTK INF ATM AGMS G3 FT LEWIS I HQ ARRY mAT COMD ft+D DRCTE ATTN ANCRD-RC
I CG USA INC CTR INF C FT DRO ATTN ALOES G1 2 CO ARMY MED PRO CONU ATTN REMY SCI RES BR

44 CG usA INS CTk INF ATTN ACDFS G3 FT POLK I tiS ARMY BEHAVIOR & SyS PSCH LAB ATTNCRD-AR ARL vA
5 CO uSA MED TNG CTR ATTN DIR GP TNG FT SAN HOUSTON I OPO PERS NGT OFy OFC ATTN MOS SEC (NE* EDUIP) OPOMO

20 CG USA Aa CTR ATTN G3 FT BLISS I PROVOST MARSHAL GEN DA
I CG USA TNG CTR INF ATTN ACOFS G3 FT CAMPBELL I DIR CIVIL ArFAIRS DRCTE ODCSOPS
3 LIB ARMY WAR COLL CARLISLE EIKS 1 DEC RESERVE CUMPON OA
I COMDT COMO + GEN STAFF CO FT LEAVENWORTH ATTN ARCHIVES 2 CG USA SEC AGCV ARL HALL STA ATTN AC OF S GI vA
I DIR Of NWT PSYCHOL + LORSHP US NUTT ACAD WEST POINT 12 ADmIN DOC ATTNT TCA (HEALY) CAMERON STA ALEX., VA. 22314
I US MUTT ALAD WEST POINT ATTN LIR I CO US ARMY MED RES LAB PT KNOX
I CONDT ARMY AvN SCR ATTN DIR OF INSTR FT RUCKER 1 CC ARMY ELECT COMO FT MONMOUTH ATTN ANSEL CS
2 COROT ARMY SECUR AST TNG CTR SCR FT DEVENS ATTN LIB I CHF OF R.0 OA ATTN CHF TECH + INDSTR LIAISON DEC
I COMM INDSTR COLE OF THE ARMED FORCES FT MCNAIR 1 CO USA CDC MED SERV AGCY FT SAN HOUSTON
2 COROT NATE OAR COLL FT LESLEY J MCNAIR ATTN CLASSF RECORDS FIR LIR 2 CG ARMY MED ReD COMD ATTN MEDDH-SR
I STINSON LIP NED FLD SERv SCR BROOKE ARMY MED CTR FT SAm HOUSTON I USA BEHAVIOR & SYS RSC4 LAB ATTN CRD-AIC ARL vA
3 COROT THE ARMOR SCH ATTN DOI FT KNOR I COROT USA CRT SURVEIL SCR E TNG CTR ATT 10 ADV Ft HuACHUCA
I CONDT ARmr ARMOR SCR FT KNOX ATTN WEAPONS DEPT I CONDT uSA CBT SURVEIL SEM C TNG CTR ATTN ORG 00C E NEw EDuIP ARI/
1 LIB USA ARMOR SCH FT KNOR 2 TNG E DEVIL DIY ODCSPERS
I COMM uSA CHAPLAIN SC4 ATTN DOI FT HAMILTON I COROT USA CAT SURVEIL SCH C TNS CTR ATTN 15T CPT TNG 90E ARIZ
I CONOT ARMY CHEM CORPS SCR FT MCCLELLAN ATTN EDUC ADV 1 CAREER MGT BR ATTN R DETIENNE CAMERON STA ALEX VA
I COROT USA FIN SCH ATTN CHF DOC DEy LIT PIN DIV 0001 IND 1 USA LIB OIV-TAGO ATTN ASOIRS
I USA FINANCE SCR FT BENJ HARRISON ATTN EDuC ADat 1 PRES ARMY ARNOR BD FT KNOX
4 COROT ADJ GEN SCR FT BENJ HARRISON ATTN EDUC ADy I PRES ARMY NAINT RD FT KNOX
I CONDT uSAIS ATTN EDUC ARV FT BINNING 2 PRES ARMY AVN TEST BO FT RUCKER
I COMOT USAIS ATTN AJIIS-0-EPRO FT PENNING 2 PRES ARMY ARTY BD FT SILL
I HO US ARMY ADJ GEN SCH FT BENJ MARRISON ATT CONN I CG CONARC ATTN COL E N MUDAK ATIT-SA FT MONROE
1 LIB ARMY QM SCH FT LEE IS CG CONARC ATTN ATIT-SIM FT MONROE
I COROT USA QM SCR FT LEE ATTN EDUC ADV 2 CG CONARC ATTN LIB FT MONROE
I COROT ARMY TRANS SCH FT EUSTIS ATTN EDUC *DV I CO ARMY CRT DEVEL GOND NUTT POLICE AG! FT GORDON
1 CO USA SEC Aar rNa crR C SCR ATTN IATEy RSCH ADy F! DEVENS I USA ARCTIC TEST CIR CHF INSTR F. TEST METH 01y SEATTLE
I CONOT USA MIL POLICE SCH ATTN PINS EPROG ODOI FT GORDON I CHW uSA AD HRU FT BLISS

COMOT US ARMY SOUTHEASTERN SIG SCH ATTN EDUC ADV FT GORDON I CHF uSA ARMOR ttRU FT KNOX
I COROT USA AD SCR ATTN DOI FT BLISS I CHF uSA AVN HRu FT RUCKER
I CO uSA ORD CYR E SCR OFC OF OPS ATTN AMBN-0 APG ND I CEO' USA INF HAO FT SENNINO
5 ASST CURD( ARMY AIR DEF SCH Ft BLISS ATTN CLASSF TECH LIB I CHF USA INC CTR Rau PRES OF MONTEREY
3 CS USA FL) ARTY CTR C FT SILL ATTN AVN OFCR I CG 20 ARMORED DIV FT HOOD ATTN DIV AvN OFCR
I CONDI JEF INTELL SCR ATTN SILAS DEPT 6 CS 4tH ARMORED 0Iv ATTN OCSOT APO NY 09326
I CONOT ARMED FORCES STAFF COLL NORFOLK A CO 20 ARMORED CAV REGT APO 09693 NY
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CO ID ARMORED CAy REGT F LEmIS
CO 14Th AR4ORFJ CAv RTr ATTN AvN oFCR APO 09146 Ny
1St ARMORED DIV HQ 1 4Q CG FT HOOD ATTN AC OF S G2
CO 1ST RN 6IRJ ARMOR 1ST INF Olv ATM ST FT RIL.Y
Cu 151 RN 64TH ARMOR aft() INF Ott/ ATTN S) APO NY 09031
CO 2ND A4 68TH ARMOR 8TH INF ply ATTN S$ APO NY 09034
CO COMPANY A iD RN 120 ARMOR 30 ARMORED Ply APO NY
CO STH RN 310 ARMOR ATTN sl FT KNOA
CO 3RD RN 37TH ARmOR 4TH ARMORED Oly ATTN S3 APO Ny 09064
CALIF NG 40TH ARMORED Dly LOS ANGELES ATTN AC OF SG1
5sTH COMO 4Q DIV ARMY NG :ACKSONVILEE FLA
Co IsotH AvN AN NJ AIR NG ELIZABETH
CO HQ 27114 ARMORED DIV NY AIR NG SYRACUSE
TEAAS NG 433H ARMORED DIv DALLAS
CG ARMY ARMOR CTR FT RALIK ATTN G3 AIBKGT
CG 3R0 INF DIV ATTN ACRES GS APR Ny 04036
CG TIN INF Env ATT ACOFS G2 APO SAN FRAN 96207
CG 8114 INE Oly ATTN ACRES 62 APO NY 09111
CG 4TH INF Jly IMECHT E FT CARSON ATTN AcaFs G3
DA HOS FT CARSON t HOS 4Tm INF DIV (MECHI ATT RAJ HARRIS
CG 82NO WIN INF DIV ATTN ACDFS G3 FT BRAGG
CG XVIII ARN CORPS ATTN ACOFS G3 FT BRAGG
CO 197TH INF ARGO FT BINNING ATTN 53
CO IST RN IREINEI ATTN SS FT MYER
CO HOOTRS 2ND RN 6TH 45 INF RIGA ATTN 53 AP% NY 09742
CO 3RD AN ISTM INF RFGT ATTN S3 APO NY 09742
CO 17151 INF ADE ATTN 53 APO CEATTLE 98711
co 151 AN 39114 INF 814 INF DIV ATTN 53 APO NY 09034
CO 2ND PN 15TH INF 3RD INF DIV ATTN S1 APO NY 09076
CG 1ST INF DIV ATTN ACOFS GI FT -ILEY
CO 15T AN IRKS) 52ND INF 198TH IFIF ADE ATTN 53 APO SAN FRAN
CO 4TH RN IMECH) 54TN INF ATM 53 FT KNOX
CO uSA pART1C GP USA TNG DEVICE CTR FL4
CONSUL RES GP 7TH PSYCo GP APO 96248 SAN FRAN
DA OFC OF ASST CHF Of STAFF FoR cONR-EACT ATTN CETS-6 HASH
CHF NED RES PROJ ARMY mOSP US mIlIT ACAD WEST POINT
CG MUTT OIST Of WASHINGTON
DA USA A01/ GP IARNGUSI RALEIGM NC
USA RECRUITING CORD HAMPTON vA
DIR ARMY LIB PENTAGON
STRATEGIC PLANNING GP CORPS OF ENGNR ARmy MAP SERV
CHF Of MUTT HIST OA ATTN GEN REF AR
CO USA 10TH SPEC FORCES GP FT DEVENS
Co 24TH ARTY GP TAD) ATTN 53 R/
CG SIST ARTy ADE AD ATTN 53 PA
CO 49TH ARTY GP AD ATTN S3 FT LAWTON
HOS 4Tm RN 59Tm ARTY REGT ATM S3 NORFOLK
CO 287m ARTy GP AD ATTN S SeLFRIDGE AEA
HOS 45TH ARTY ADE AO ATTN $3 ARE NT$ ILL
CO 35IN ARTY 90t AD ATTN 53 FT MEADE MO
CG 101ST AAR Div (AIRMOBILE) ATTN ACRES G3 APO SAN FRAN 96383
CD 1ST CAv IAIRMORILEI ATTN ACOFs G3 APD SAN FRAN 96393
US ARMY GeN EQUIP ATTN TECH Lla FT LEE
US ARMY TROPIC TEST CTR PO DRAWER 942 ATTN BEHAV SCIEN CZ
CO USAFAAC ATTN 53 FT sILL
CG III CORPS E FT HOOD ATTN G3 SEC FT HOOD
CO 1ST ARMORED DIV ATTN G3 SEC FT mOOD
CG 20 ARMORED DIV ATTN G3 SEC FT NOOD
CO 13Tm SUPT RGDE ATTN 53 SEC FT HOOD
CC USAFAC FT SILL ATTN AAPSIGT-TNTN
CO III CORPS ARTY ATTN 63 SEC FT SILL
CO 1ST A1T RGDE ATTN G3 SEC FT BLISS
CG OSATCI E FT POLK ATTN AKPPO-DCOT
RSCm CONTRACTS E GRANTS RR ARO
BESD.ARO DEC CHF OF RED WASH DC
CHF of 060 DA ATTN SCI INFO BR RSCH SPT Olv WASH DC
CO HOS PN USAFAC E FT SILL ATTN SS
CO III CORPS ARTY ATM S3 FORT SILL
CO USRAH ATTN S3 FT SILL
CG uSAFACFS PAN AKPSIAG-AS FT SILL
EACH PROF OF MILITARY SC1 USA ROTC
CINC US ATLANTIC FAT CODE 312A USN BASE NORFOLK
CINC PACIFIC SCIEN ADV GP 1J30S1 BOA 13 FPO 96610
CDR TNG COMMAND uS PACIFIC ELT SAN DIEGO
CHF BUR OF NED SURG ON ATTN CODE 513
HEED CLIN PSYCHOL SECT PROFESNL DIV BuR OF MED SORG pri
TECH LIB PERS 118 RUR OF NAv PERS ARE ANNEX
DIR PERS RES DIV BUR OF NAV PERS
TECH LIR PUR OF SHIPS CODE 210L NAVY DEPT
ENGNR PSY:HOL BR ONR CODE 455 ATTN ASST HEAD WASH DC
CO D1R NAV TNG DEVICE CTR ORLANDO ATTN TECH LIB
CO ELT ATTI-AIR WARFARE TNG SAN DIEGO
CO NUCLEIR wPRS TNG CTR PACIFIC US NAV AIR STA SAN DIEGO
CO NAV AIR REVEL CYR JOHNSVILLE PERNA ATTN NADC LIB
US FIT AAw TNG CTR DAP NECK vA
CD FEY ARO CTR NAV APSE NEWPORT
CO US ELT TNG CTR NORFOLK
CO FLEET INC CTR US NAV STA SAN DIEGO
CLIN PSyCHOL MENTAL NyGIENE UNIT uS NAV ACAD ANNAPOLIS
PRES NAy wAR COLL NEWPORT ATTN MAHAN LTA
CO E DIR uS ATLANTIC FIT ASN TACTICAL NORFOLK
CO NUCLEAR WEAPONS INC. CTR ATLANTIC NAV AIR STA NORFOLK
CO FEY SONAR SCH KEY WEST
CO ELT ANTI-SUB WARFARE SCH SAN DIEGO
CHF Of RAVE RSCm PERS E TNG AR (CODE 4581 ARL yA
CHF OF NAV RES ATTA HEAD GP PSYCHOL BR CODE 452
DIR US NAv RES LAB ATTN CODE 5120
DIR NAVAL RsCN LAO ATM LIB COOE 2029 WASH DC
CHE Of NAV AIR TNG TNG RES DEPT NAy AIR STA PENSACOLA
CO NAV SCm OF AVN MED NAV MIN NED CAR PENSACOLA
CO MED Fla RES LAO CAMP LEJEUNE
CDR NAV MSL (TR POINT MUGu CALIF ATTN TECH LIB CODE 1022
DIM AEROSPACE CREW EQUIP LAB NAV AIR ENGNR CiR PA
OIC NAy PERS RES AURA' SAN DIEGO
NAV NEUROPSYCHIAT RES UNIT SAN DIEGO

94219

NAVAL MSL CTR (COoF st4?) PT MUOu CALIF
OIR PERS RES LAN NAV PERS PROGRAM )jPPORI ACTIVITY kAs4 NAV YR
NAV TAO PERS CT4 NAY STA NAy YO ANNEX COJE t ATTA AIR WASH
COROT MARINE CORPS Ho MARINE CnRps ATTN COM Ao-ls
Nti MARINE CURPS ATTN 4x
DIR NARINf CORPS EDUC CYR MARIA* CORPS SCH QUANTICO
DIN MARINE CORPS INST ATTN EVAI UNIT
US MARINE CORPS ro HIsT REF LIP MIN Nits JAADT
CHF Of NAY OPINS OP-01P1
CHF OF NA10. CPS nP-039 NASH OC
CHF of NAv OPNS OP-OTTE
COROT MOS RTN NAV OIST ATTN ELXIC ADy NEW ORLEANS
CHF OF NAv AIR TECH TNG NAv AIR STA MEMPHIS
DIR oPs EvAL GRP OFT OF CHF OF NAy OPS OPOTEG
COROT PTP COAST GUARD Ho
CHF OFER PERS RES REVIEW BR COAST GUARD HO
CD US COAST GUARD ?NG CTR GOVERNORS !SLANT wor
CO US COAST GUARJ TNG CIR CAPE MAY NJ
CO US COAST GUARD INC CTR C SuP (IA ALAMEDA CALIF
CO US COAST GUARD INST CKLA CITY OKLA
CO US COAST GuARD RES TNG CTR YORKTOWN vA
SUPT us COAST GUARD ACAo NEr LONDON CONN
OPNS ARES OFC HQ STRATEGIC AIR CORD (*Etat' AIR
AIR TNG CCIOD/APT RANDOLPH AEA
TO,CH DIR TECH INC DIVIRRO) AFEtRL LCWRY AFA COLL)
CHF SCI DIV ORCIE SCI 4 TECH DCS FtD NO AIR FORGE AERSTA
FAA DRCTE OF PINS c OPS NO USAF WASH DC
CHF OF PERS RES RR DRL1E uf CIVILIAN PERS RCS-PERS HO AIR FORCE
cHE ANAL 01V IAPPOPL CAI DIR OF PERSONNEL PLANNING HOS USAF
(DR ELEC. SYS DIV LG HANSCOM PLO ATTN ESAIDA/STDP 36 MASS
AFHRE/TT ATTN CAPT W S SELLMAN LOwRY AFR
mO SAMS0 (SMSIK) AF UNIT POST DEC LA AFS CALIF
MILT! INC CTR OPE LACKLANO AFR
AFFIRL (PIRTI wRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
AND ANKH BROOKS AFR TEXAS
HOS Alt PCs/TECH TNG IATTMS) RANDOLPH AEA
USAF SCH OF AEROSPACE MED ATTN AMINE:, LIB BROOKS AFR
u$AFA DIR OF TME LIP USAF A(AD COLO
6570TH PERS RES LA8 PRA-4 AEROSPACE MED DIV LACKLAND AF8
TEEN TNo CTR ILMTC/OP-I-LI) LOWRY AE8
Co HUMAN RESOURCES LAB MOORS AEA
COROT USAF SPEC OP SCH (TAC) EGLI% AEA
AFHRL (FT) WILLIAMS APB ARIZ
yvamoRtaLOGY FROG NATI. SCt FOUND
DER NATE SECuR AGY FT GEO G MEADE ATTN TOL
OIR NAIL SECUR AGy FT GEO G MEADE ATTN DIR OF TNG
CIA ATTN CRS/ADD STANDARD DIST
SYS EvAL DIV RES DIRECTORATE DOD-OCD PENTAGON
DEPT OF STATE RuR OF INTEL RES EATERNAL RES STAFF
SET INFO EXCH WASHINGTON
CHF MGT C. GEN TNG DIV TR 200 FAA WASH DC
Auk OF RES E ENGR US POST OFC DEPT ATTN CHF HUMAN FACTJRS BR
EDuC MEDIA BR OE HEtv ATTN 7 0 CLEMENS
NAT'L OUR STANDS BEHAV SCt GP ATTN DR 0 E ERLICK
OFC OF INTERNATL ING PLANNING E EVAL BR AID WASH DC
FAA NED LIR HO 840 WASH DC
DEPT oF TRANS FAA ACQ SEC m0 610A WASH DC
ERIC OE WASH DC
CONSUL FED LAW ENFORCEMENT TNG CTR RASH DO
SYS DEVEL CORP SANTA MONICA ATTN LIR
DUNLAP ASSOC INC DARIEN ATTN LIS
RAC ATTN LIB MCLEAN vA
RAND CORP WASHINGTON ATTN LIR
GP EFFECTIVENESS RSCN LAB U OF ILL DEPT OF PSYCHOL
ELECT PERS RSCH GP U OE SOUTHERN CAIIF
COLUMRIA u ELEC RES LABS ATTN TECH EDITOR
MITRE CORP BEDFORD MASS ATTN LIB
SIMULATION ENGR CORP ATM DIR OF ENGR FAIRFAX VA
LEARNING RED CTR U OF PITTS ATTN D1R
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO INC Ny
HEIMAN 9C/ RES INC MCLEAN vA
TECm INFO CIR ENGNR DATA SERV N 4NER AVN INC COLUMBUS 0
CHRYSLER CORP MS/ DIV DETROIT ATTN TECH INFO CTR
RAYTHEON SERV CO ATTN LIAR toIRLINGTON MASS
GEN DYNAMICS POMONA Div ATTN LIB DIV LAUF
OTIS ELEVATOR CO DIV ATTN LIR STAMFORD CONN
MGR BIOTECHNOLOGY AEROSPACE SYS DIV MS 8M-25 BOEING CO SEATTLE
IDA RSCH E ENG SUPT DIV ARL vA
SCI C TECm DIV IDA ARE VA
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY CULVER CITY CALIF
DIR CTR FOR RES ON LEARNING 4 TEACHING u OF MICH
R N STOW:TILL OHIO STATE UN1V
EDITOR TNG RES ARsTR AMER SOC OF TNG DIRS U OF TENN

OF CHICAGO DEPT Of SOC
HUNAN FACTORS SECT R*0 GEN DYNAMICS ELECTRIC BOAT GROTON
D1R CTR FOR RSCH IN SOCIAL SYS KENSINGTON MD
CANADIAN JOINT STAFF OFC OF DEF RES MEMBER WASHINGTON
CANADIAN ARMY STAFF WASHINGTON ATTN GS02 TNG
CANADIAN LIAISON OFCR ARMY ARMOR AD FT KNox
GERMAN LIAISON OFCR ARMY Avk TEST BD FT RUCKER
OFC OF ARMED FORCES ATTACHE ROYAL SWEDISH EMMY DC
AUSTRALIAN NAy ATTACHE ERNST OF AUSTRALIA WASH DC
FRENCH ARMY LIAISON OFCR USAAVNC 1 FT RUCKER
BRITISH LIAISON OFCR ARMY AVN TEST RD FT RUCKER
OFC OF AIR ATTACHE AUSTRAL/AN EIRISY ATTN: T.A. NAVGN RASH..D.C.
AUSTRALIAN ARMY ATTACHE ENBSY OF AUSTRALIA ATTN TECH CLK
DR A T DODD ERRING SYS LTD SURREY ENGLAND
MENNINGER FOUNDATION TOPEKA
AMER 1NSTS FOR RSChl STEVER SPRING
AMER INSTS FOR RSCH ATP: LION PA
DIR PRIMATE LAS UNIV OF MIS MADISON
DR E GINZOERG COLUMBIA UNIV sCH OF BUS
MATRIX RSCH CO FALLS CHURCH vA
EDUC & TNG CORSET CO LA CALIF
TM GEORGE T HAUTY CHAN DEPT oF PSYCHOI U OF DEL
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I GEN FIELTRI. C. StNth KARRARA UN LIR
I VITRP LAE'S k :0-4.111 4o AIIN LIBN
I 47AO DEPT OF RsYCHOL UNIV OF SC CILUMNIA
I IVA PIRS FAfc ;$(,4 RN6EVIILT TENN
I U OF GEOB:,IA 0!PI of PsYL4OL

u OF urem Liter if PSYCHIC
I GE Co KASH o t
I AMER INSI FOR 4S(4 AIM Ilk PAIL ALTO CALIF
I COLL Of ART. L Scl 0 IF MIAMI 'JIM L I MCOOTTY
I RowLANa Co HAJooNFIFLu NJ ATIN PRT
1 NORTROSOCs olv OF NoRTmEoP foRP ANAHEIM CALIF
I OHIO STATE u SCH OF AvN
1 SCI RSCH As.i0C tAi OIR UE (-VAL CHICAG) ILL
1 RIRERAfT ARmAmtNTs INC ECCAEfsyILL AD

DR J C0f.t.p. D,"? If SEA' L ANTHROP oNly of RI
2 OREGON %TAIL o 0EPI Of HILLY NET ATTN ADJ
I AMER PSYCHOL Asat- wAsmiNGTuN 4115 RSYCH/L APSIN
1 NO ILE u 'RIAD J,:PT of psYTHOL
I GEORGIA INS!' of (ICH DIP SCH uF PsYTHEIL
I ENGNK LIA FAIRLoILD HILLER AFPuiLIC AvN DIV fAi=m1N:,DA1E 4 Y

LIFE sct /NE HURST TEXAS MTN G 44tmENy

I AmER PEHAv SLI CALIE
2 DIR INSTR ATSOutCES STATE LULL ST LLOLIO MINN
1 COLL DF fet f MARY SCH OF MK
I SO ILLINOIS U DEPT OF PSYCEWL
7 ASSOC DIA COE TN1 PRUG ATLANTA GA
I wASH mIEITARY SYS TECH LIR Div RETHESOA MD
I NORtHwESTERN u OEPT CF INDsTR ENGNR
I mONtymELL ORO STA MAIL STA to& MINN
1 DR I. TwyFORO NY STATE ECUC atPT ARsTRACI EDITOR Avoi.
I AEROSPACE SAFETY DIv u CF SOUTHERN CALIF CA
I KIK RRANDON R SMITH RES ASSOC u oF mImN
I DR v 2ACHERT RT I 40OC FOFE GA
t J P LYDON DIR J4 ROTC SAN ANICNI1 TEXAS
I OR f FOULKE IJEPT :IF PSYCH UNIv :IF LOUISVILLE

CHRYSLER CORP DEF LNGR ATTN DR H AIRMAN OETRoll
1 OR s ROSCOE ASSOC OIR FIR ksCrE 1NST OF MIN U OF ILL
I DR C HELM DEPT EOLK. PSYCH CITY u Of NY
I OR E PERRIm PAJF oF PSYCm ST CLOUD STATE COLL KINN
I GEN H P HARRIS IusA RETIPRES TmE CITADEL SC
1 DR rt SHOEMAKER OIR ING ASCE. 4P NY
1 U OF MINN DEPT 7F INDUST ECuC %ITN A E KUHL
I VOC-TFCH FOUC PAOLI PIANO DEv ATTN m STOCK ST PAW.
I cHF pRottSSING 4Iv DUKE u LIR
I u OF CALIF JEN LIR DOCu DEPT
4 FLORIDA STATE LI Lth CIFIS EACH

1 ()MEWL LIM HARVARD UNIv CAARRIDGE
1 U OF ILL L15 SER JEPT

U OF KANSAS LIP PERIODICAL DEPT
1 V OF 40E8RASKA [IRS ACD DEPT

01410 STATE U LUIS GIFT EACH Inv
1 PERNA STATE u PATTEE LIP DOCu DESK
I PURDUE U LIDS PERIODICALS CHECKING FILES

I STANFOKI LI LIRS LIF
I LIB', u Li ILEA!,

I sYLACusf. 0 LIR s(R DIV
I SERIALS RFC uNiv of MINN MINNTAPot Is

IATE I"NA LIMS ELF Ak.j
NO CAROLINA STATE EMI Dm HILL tI0
ROSTON u LIPS AL.' DIV

I U of- RICH LIRS OIV
I RAMAN u Lig

COL U445 IA U ClAN o0C u At

I DIR JOINT 0 LIBs NASHVIItt
2 LIR GEO wA.:04 uNtv ATTN 4.PEE (MI /FPI mA34 DI
2 LIB OF CON4RFss C4F of FAcm (JET Div
I u OF Pco4 Duro) 1 I1N
I CATHOLIC u LIR Iauc & PSYCHOL LIB KASH LIL

I U OF KY MARGARET I KING LIP
L SO ILL o Affsi EARN SER DEPT
I KANSAS sTATE u FARRELL LIR
I ORIGNsm YDUPI, U LIP SFR SECT
I u UF C KtIsviLLi BEIwKAR c_4mBL6
1 GEORGEtowk u LIR SEP DEP! RASH o.
I LARS Cote, STATE u ATTN roC tIRN 04 COLLINS
I C. E KYIN JAYMPTERS tIO NY NY
I SYS ENIR GP KS(.4 I. TEL4 DIV Afst. OHIO
I S GRyDE TNG CO-ORLEINATON HONEYWELL INE. CALIF
I K F EASTER Scm of AvN MAU STATE UNIV AIRPORT COluMBui
I R E FLETmAN DIR Of AVN INST UNIv OF
I LTC GORDON C EUNKLINILSAR RFT, SPRINGFIELD VA
1 0 E MEYER AFHR LA8 PROOKS Afd TEXAS
1 DR A F SmODE DUNLAP I. ASSOCIATES CONN
I A 5 RONEY ONR ORLAN00 FLA
I DR r4 KERBER LIFE scr RscH DEPT GO.TWAR AEROSPACE CO 31410
I C. LUDWIG MELPAR INC fALLs CHURCH VA
1 CHF OR TNG AR PIG ASCU. Olv ARIGHT-PATTERSON Alp

,s

I CO NTDC ATTN CODE Ss ORIAADO FLA
I OPTY CORM USA Atm CH ltATER OILED
1 J CURTIN HUMAN FACTORS L-,T mACOONINEEL-DJUGLAs CORP ST LOJIS
1 OR C 0 KELLEY DUNLAP C AsSoc SANTA MUM'CA
I S 4 COTTON JR sImULATION ENGR CORP VA
I R I CHEsLGA LOGISTICS mno INST MASHDC
I JR T m GRAY fAINCYAELL LALIF
I OR GRDSSLIGHT DEPT F PSYCHEA FLA STATE uNIA
1 DISPLAY SYSTEMS DEPT fiv.'ofES AIRCRAFTCALIF
1 C. REID mARTIN Ca ORLA%-,
I DR G BRYAN PSYCHE:EL SCI DIV ONR RASH DC
I C A POTTER put AVN SAFETY DIV UhIV OF S CALIF LA
1 OFC OF suAGFOR GEN ATTN Ws SEE OA
I USA TRANS RSCH CORD ATM F mccouRy VA
I R A motet, CORNELL AERONAUTICAL EAR RuFF4t0
1 DR K P DEGREENE UNIV CF SOUTHERN CALIF LA
I LAMING RES CTR um', OF TENA KNORVILIA
1 DIE I. w CURETON SOT OF EDUC UNIV OF TENN
1 LIR EmEIRY-RIuDLE AERONAUTICAL INST DAYTONA FLA
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